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Chapter 1
General introduction

General introduction

Introduction
Hearing has a crucial role in our life. By listening to sounds we continuously
acquire and update our knowledge on sources and events in the surrounding
environment. This knowledge is crucial for guiding our behavior and helps
us deciding how to react to occurring events. For instance, we recognize the
presence of a familiar person from his or her voice and distinguish the ringing
of our telephone over all the others, even if there is a lot of disturbing noise in
the background and we do not actually see that person or our telephone. This
remarkable capability in processing sounds and complex every-day life acoustic
scenes stems from a series of transformations that the acoustic waves go through
first in the peripheral auditory system and then along the ascending auditory
pathway and cortex.
These transformations enable extracting a large variety of information over
the sounds, including information about their physical (i.e. acoustical) make
up, like the frequencies and spectro-temporal modulations forming the sounds.
These physical sound properties in turn determine the perception of basic
sounds’ attributes, such as their pitch and timbre, enabling us perceiving, for
example, that a woman’s voice is higher in pitch than a male voice. At higher
representational levels, neural processing of sounds enables deriving semantic
information over the sound sources (e.g. whether a sound is generated by an
animate or inanimate source), which is integrated with information acquired
from other senses. Both the processing of basic acoustic/perceptual properties
and of higher level sound attributes are crucially relevant in segregating overlapping sound streams (e.g. speech from background noise) and forming high-level
representations of the acoustic scenes in terms of their elements. These representations are processed in the brain for further cognitive and behavioral
processing.
The aim of this thesis is to investigate the neural processing of naturalistic
sounds and scenes at the level of the auditory cortex. In particular, it focuses on
the computational mechanisms that the auditory cortex may use to derive higherlevel sound and scene representations from their lower-level representations in
terms of acoustic features and basic perceptual attributes.
The study in Chapter 2 investigates the processing of pitch of real-life
sounds in the human auditory cortex using model-based encoding and decoding
analyses of high field (7 Tesla) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).
Encoding and decoding models are further used in Chapter 3 to analyze the
3
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link between low-level (acoustic/perceptual) features and categorical (semantic)
representations of natural sounds. Finally, with the support of biologicallyinspired computational models of auditory scene analysis, Chapter 4 investigates
the contribution of sensory/perceptual features and prior knowledge of sounds’
categories to the perceptual organization of real-life sound mixtures.
The present chapter provides an overview of the background for the empirical
and modeling studies reported in this thesis. First, the processing of both
low-level sound features and high-level information in the auditory system is
described. Second, the methods employed in the following chapters are briefly
presented.

Processing of low-level features in the human auditory
system and cortex
Frequency and spectro-temporal modulations
Sound processing starts in the auditory periphery with pressure waves
entering the outer ear and traveling up to the basilar membrane inside the
cochlea. The stiffness of the basilar membrane changes across the cochlea,
with the base being narrower than the apex. This variation in the structure
causes different patterns of displacement along the membrane, depending on
the spectral properties of the incoming sounds. Specifically, each segment of the
basilar membrane is characterized by a frequency at which maximum excitation
is elicited (characteristic frequency): high frequencies elicit the maximum
responses near the base, whereas low frequencies are represented near the
apex. This provides a tonotopic mapping of sound frequency along the cochlea:
the place of excitation indicates the frequency content of the sound stimuli
(Goldstein, 2009). The cochlea, thus, can be represented as a bank of filters with
different characteristic frequencies which performs a spectral analysis across
time, giving rise to an auditory spectrogram (cochleogram) of the input sounds
(Chi et al., 2005). This information on sound frequency is preserved through
separate channels along the ascending auditory pathway up to the auditory
cortex, where neurons are arranged in spatially ordered patterns based on the
corresponding characteristic frequencies (Schreiner et al., 2011). Such tonotopic
organization of the human auditory cortex is supported by neuroimaging studies
adopting both synthetic and natural sounds (Da Costa et al., 2011; Formisano
et al., 2003; Moerel et al., 2012; Saenz and Langers, 2014).
4
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Besides frequency, other acoustic properties of sounds are encoded by neuronal populations at the cortical level. Electrophysiological recordings in animals
reported primary auditory cortex (AI) cells tuned to a particular range of spectral and temporal modulations (deCharms et al., 1998; Depireux et al., 2001;
Kowalski et al., 1996; Shamma et al., 1995; Versnel et al., 1995). This suggested
that AI operates functionally as a modulation-selective filter bank performing a
multi-resolution analysis of the auditory spectrogram (Chi et al., 2005). Similar
to tonotopic maps for frequencies, topographic maps of the characteristic spectral and temporal modulation of the cortical locations have been obtained with
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in humans (Herdener et al., 2013;
Langers et al., 2003; Santoro et al., 2014; Schönwiesner and Zatorre, 2009).

Pitch
Over the past years, the processing of pitch has been explained through
two main mechanisms: the place (or spectral) code and the temporal code
(de Cheveigné, 2010; Oxenham, 2013; Plack and Oxenham, 2005). The place
code is based on the hypothesis that pitch perception is related to the place of
excitation of the cochlea. The spectral components of harmonic complexes elicit
the vibration of multiple segments of the basilar membrane, resulting in a pattern
of activity that evokes a pitch corresponding to the fundamental frequency
(F0). However, such theory does not fully explain the paradox of the missing
fundamental, by which the same pitch can be perceived also in case the F0
component has no energy. To overcome this problem, it has been suggested that
pitch might be associated to the best matching template within a set of harmonic
templates to which the activation pattern is compared (template matching,
de Cheveigné, 2010) in the early auditory stage (Shamma and Klein, 2000).
Alternatively, according to the temporal code, pitch is related to the periodicity
of the sound waveform, which is not altered by the missing fundamental (de
Cheveigné, 2010). This theory is based on the phase-locking property of the
auditory nerve fibers, by which the action potentials are generated in response
to a specific phase of the input sound. Pitch, thus, might be encoded in the
inter-spike intervals pooled across the auditory nerves and further processed
in a higher level subcortical structure (de Cheveigné, 2010). Models of place
and temporal code provided different results depending on the resolvability
of the harmonic components of complex stimuli, suggesting that the pitch of
low-order (resolved) components is processed through a place code, whereas
5
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that of high-order (unresolved) components is processed through a temporal
code (de Cheveigné, 2010; Oxenham, 2013). However, these two mechanisms
might not be mutually exclusive and the perception of pitch might be related
to the joint processing of spectral and temporal information (Oxenham, 2013;
Oxenham et al., 2004; Shamma, 2004).
Leaving aside the question of which theory underlies the encoding of pitch,
both the temporal and place code indicate that pitch processing starts in the
early stages of the ascending auditory pathway (de Cheveigné, 2010; Oxenham,
2013). The role of the auditory cortex in pitch processing has been extensively
investigated in both animals and humans. Pitch-selective neurons have been
observed in the antero-lateral border of the primary auditory cortex of marmoset
monkeys with single-unit recordings (Bendor and Wang, 2005), potentially
corresponding to the human lateral Heschl’s gyrus (Bendor, 2012; Bendor and
Wang, 2006).
Several neuroimaging studies adopting synthetic stimuli agree on the functional role of the human auditory cortex in pitch perception and suggest the
existence of a specific pitch processing region in secondary areas (Barker et al.,
2012; Garcia et al., 2010; Griffiths et al., 2001; Hall and Plack, 2007, 2009;
Norman-Haignere et al., 2013; Patterson et al., 2002; Penagos et al., 2004).
However, it is not clear yet the extent to which these findings generalize to
natural sounds, as in this case pitch perception might involve more complex
mechanisms. This issue is addressed in Chapter 2 of this thesis, where pitch
processing in the human auditory cortex is investigated through model-based
encoding and decoding analysis of high-field (7 T) fMRI responses to natural
sounds.

Higher level processing of sounds in auditory cortex
Semantic information
In addition to the processing of low-level sound features, neuroimaging
studies support the functional role of the auditory cortex in representing higherlevel semantic information of behaviorally relevant sound categories. Much of
the evidence concerns the processing of human speech/voice and music stimuli,
which elicit stronger responses (compared to control sounds) in distinct localized
regions in non-primary areas of the human auditory cortex (Angulo-Perkins
6
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et al., 2014; Belin et al., 2000; Fecteau et al., 2004; Leaver and Rauschecker,
2010; Norman-Haignere et al., 2015; Warren et al., 2006).
To date, it still remains unclear whether these enhanced responses reflect
specialized processing of sounds from the preferred categories or rather the
processing of specific combinations of low-level features which are characteristic
of distinct categories. For instance, several regions along the superior temporal
gyrus (STG) respond more strongly to human voices and, therefore, have been
referred to as “voice areas” (Belin et al., 2000). However, these regions have
been shown to encode low level sound features that are characteristic for voice
and speech also with synthetic stimuli (Moerel et al., 2012) and sounds from
categories other than voice/speech (Santoro et al., 2017). This suggests a link
between the low-level feature sensitivity of neural populations and higher-level
semantic representations of the preferred sounds emerging in these STG regions.
The explicit representation of such relation remains an open question. The study
in Chapter 3 addresses this issue. Specifically, encoding/decoding analyses of
the fMRI responses to a large variety of natural sounds of different categories
(thus not limited to speech and voices) are performed to test the hypothesis that
the related high-level semantic information emerges from a linear transformation
of low-level acoustic and perceptual sound features.

Auditory Scene Analysis (ASA)
Auditory scene analysis (ASA) is the mechanism by which our brain organizes the sound scene into distinct perceptual representations (or streams).
In a complex acoustic scenario, sounds characterized by similar acoustic and
perceptual properties are perceived as coherent objects and grouped within
the same stream (bottom-up or primitive grouping). This mechanism is also
influenced by prior knowledge and expectations over the sources (top-down or
schema-based grouping). Thus, our brain creates multiple high-level representations of the acoustic environment by combining low-level sensory features
via highly automated processing mechanisms and learned schemas (Bregman,
1990).
Complex scenes are processed through the analysis of several relevant cues,
such as separation in frequency/time, common onsets/offsets, spatial location,
pitch, timbre, brightness, amplitude/frequency modulation. The formation of
the auditory streams depends on how these features group together instanta7
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neously (simultaneous grouping) or over time (sequential grouping) (Bregman,
1990).
Investigating ASA through artificial stimuli (repeating tones) designed to
evoke specific effects provided a broad understanding of how the sensory features
contribute to the formation of the auditory streams. However, the extent to
which these findings can be generalized to real-life acoustic scenes is still largely
unknown. In the case of complex scenes, in fact, both the primitive and schema
based principles may have different relevance depending on the context and
behavioral task.
The role of the acoustic and perceptual sound attributes and the contribution
of prior knowledge to the perceptual analysis of real-life sound scenes is analyzed
in Chapter 4 through biologically-inspired computational models of ASA.

Methods
The general methodological approach of this thesis relied on the use of biologically plausible computational models to simulate the possible processing stages
and representations that the (human) auditory cortex may use for processing
real life sounds and scenes. In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, computational models
of pitch (Chapter 2) and category processing (Chapter 3) have been combined
with high field (7 T) fMRI using the approach of fMRI encoding/decoding (Kay
et al., 2008; Naselaris et al., 2011). Model-based encoding and decoding analyses of fMRI data provides an explicit quantitative description of how sensory
features are represented in the elicited cortical responses (Naselaris et al., 2011).
Based on the observations of these two chapters, acoustic/perceptual sound
attributes having clear correlates with fMRI responses have then been used in
Chapter 4 to implement a computational model of ASA, which additionally
embeds a mechanism accounting for the effects of prior knowledge
Below a brief description of the fMRI encoding/decoding analyses followed
by a description of the computational models used in the various studies is
provided.
Model-based fMRI encoding and decoding
Figure 1.1 shows the general scheme of how encoding and decoding models
can be combined. Given the measured fMRI data set, the general approach is
based on three main stages: 1) the representation of the stimulus set in the
8
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feature space; 2) the characterization of the functional (linear) relationship
between the responses to a subset of stimuli and the corresponding sound
features (training phase); 3) the prediction of the remaining data set (testing
phase). The performance of encoding models is assessed through the comparison
of predicted and measured fMRI data independently for each voxel. The regions
whose activity significantly encodes the selected features can be identified by
investigating cortical maps of voxels’ prediction accuracy. This approach is
also useful to compare the performance of various models in order to assess
the contribution of different set of features to the single-voxel fMRI responses
(see Chapter 2 and Chapter 3). Decoding models can then be employed as
complementary operations to further assess the significance of the information
encoded in distinct regions of interest (ROIs) of the auditory cortex assessing
the capability of the model to reconstruct the feature set from the activation
patterns of the identified ROIs (see Chapter 2).

Figure 1.1: Combination of linearized encoding and decoding models. Sounds are
represented in an arbitrary feature space (semantic, acoustic, perceptual). Based on
the learned linear relationship, encoding models predict the fMRI responses to the
testing stimuli independently for each voxel. The regions whose activity significantly
encodes the selected features can be identified by investigating cortical maps of
voxels’ prediction accuracy. Decoding models can be employed to further assess the
significance of the information encoded in distinct regions of interest (ROIs) of the
auditory cortex evaluating the capability of the model to reconstruct the feature set
from the activation patterns of the identified ROIs.

Pitch processing models
In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 the perceived pitch of natural sounds is modeled
based on the fundamental frequency estimated with the YIN algorithm (de
Cheveigné and Kawahara, 2002). This approach is based on the autocorrelation
method and provides an estimate of the fundamental frequency (F0) and
the corresponding aperiodicity measure of the sounds. For perfectly periodic
9
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sounds the autocorrelation function (ACF) is zero at each time lag integer
multiple of the fundamental period. In case of aperiodic sounds, instead, the
fundamental frequency is determined by the first time lag corresponding to a
local minimum. Values of the ACF function reflect the periodic structure of the
signal waveform. Specifically, small aperiodicity values correspond to harmonic
sounds (i.e. speech and musical instruments) which tend to evoke a more salient
pitch than inharmonic stimuli (such as environmental sounds).
In Chapter 4 pitch is estimated with a spectral method based on the template
matching (Shamma and Klein, 2000). This method is based on the comparison
(i.e. correlation) of the auditory spectrogram with a set of harmonic templates
consisting of the spectra of harmonic complexes at all possible F0 values. The
fundamental frequency is determined based on the best matching template
and the corresponding correlation value provides a measure of the perceptual
salience.
The issue concerning the differences between spectral and temporal models
and the corresponding suitability in representing the pitch of natural sounds goes
beyond the scope of this thesis. Although different in spirit, both approaches
can be used to obtain the same representation of pitch. As the computational
model presented in Chapter 4 operates in the spectral domain, the spectral
method was selected in order to preserve the methodological consistency across
the operations.
Spectral and temporal features
In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 the spectro-temporal features are estimated
through a biologically-inspired model of auditory processing proposed by Chi
et al. (2005). In the early stage of the model the sound is first passed through
a set of 128 partially overlapping filters with constant Q equally spaced along a
logarithmic axis and covering a range of 5.3 octaves (180 - 7040 Hz in Chapter
3 and 90 - 3600 Hz in Chapter 4), followed by a set of operations representing
the transformations that take place from the cochlea to the mid brain. The
estimated auditory spectrogram is then passed through the cortical stage, which
represent the multi-resolution analysis performed by the cortical neurons. Neural
populations are modeled as 2D modulation selective filters tuned to different
combinations of spectral and temporal modulations capturing the upward and
downward frequency sweeps. The resulting output is a 4D representation of the
input sound along frequency, spectral modulations, temporal modulations and
time.
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Computational Auditory Scene Analysis (CASA)
Computational models of auditory scene analysis designed to operate under
the same constraints and limitations as the human brain provide a quantitative
description of the mechanisms involved in the perceptual processing of real-life
scenes (Szabó et al., 2016; Wang and Brown, 2006). The general architecture of a CASA model consists of a series of modules designed to mimic the
transformations that the sound mixtures go through from the cochlea to the
auditory cortex (Figure 1.2). The input of the model is represented by the sound
mixture. A first block implements the analysis performed from the cochlea
to the mid brain, which results in the time-frequency representation of the
incoming sound. From this representation a set of relevant low-level acoustic and
perceptual features are extracted, such as pitch, spectro-temporal modulation
energy, onsets/offsets, harmonicity, brightness, etc. A grouping principle then
regulates the formation of the streams based on the common properties of the
sources (bottom-up primitive grouping). Prior knowledge and expectations can
be modeled as top-down mechanisms influencing the organization of the scene,
i.e. by modulating the relative contribution of the extracted features or the
grouping principle based on learned experience and/or a behavioral task. The
segregated streams represent the output of the model. The performance can be
then evaluated based on the resemblance of the model output with the expected
behavioral results (similarity measure with the original unmixed sounds).

Figure 1.2: General architecture of a CASA model. The sound mixture serves as
input to the model where a first block implementing the analysis performed from the
cochlea to the mid brain provides the time-frequency representation. Subsequently, a
set of relevant low-level acoustic and perceptual features are extracted and a grouping
principle regulates the formation of the streams based on the common properties of
the sources. Prior knowledge and expectations influence the organization of the scene
as top-down mechanisms. The output of the model consists of the segregated streams.
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Abstract

Abstract
Pitch is a perceptual attribute related to the fundamental frequency (or
periodicity) of a sound. So far, the cortical processing of pitch has been
investigated mostly using synthetic sounds. However, the complex harmonic
structure of natural sounds may require different mechanisms for the extraction
and analysis of pitch. This study investigated the neural representation of pitch
in human auditory cortex using model-based encoding and decoding analyses of
high field (7 T) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data collected
while participants listened to a wide range of real-life sounds. Specifically,
we modeled the fMRI responses as a function of the sounds’ perceived pitch
height and salience (related to the fundamental frequency and the harmonic
structure respectively), which we estimated with a computational algorithm of
pitch extraction (de Cheveigné and Kawahara, 2002). First, using single-voxel
fMRI encoding, we identified a pitch-coding region in the antero-lateral Heschl’s
gyrus (HG) and adjacent superior temporal gyrus (STG). In these regions, the
pitch representation model combining height and salience predicted the fMRI
responses comparatively better than other models of acoustic processing and, in
the right hemisphere, better than pitch representations based on height/salience
alone. Second, we assessed with model-based decoding that multi-voxel response
patterns of the identified regions are more informative of perceived pitch than
the remainder of the auditory cortex. Further multivariate analyses showed
that complementing a multi-resolution spectro-temporal sound representation
with pitch produces a small but significant improvement to the decoding of
complex sounds from fMRI response patterns. In sum, this work extends modelbased fMRI encoding and decoding methods - previously employed to examine
the representation and processing of acoustic sound features in the human
auditory system - to the representation and processing of a relevant perceptual
attribute such as pitch. Taken together, the results of our model-based encoding
and decoding analyses indicated that the pitch of complex real life sounds is
extracted and processed in lateral HG/STG regions, at locations consistent
with those indicated in several previous fMRI studies using synthetic sounds.
Within these regions, pitch-related sound representations reflect the modulatory
combination of height and the salience of the pitch percept.
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Introduction
Pitch plays an essential role in auditory perception, enabling us, for example,
to identify distinct speakers and to perceptually organize the acoustic elements
of a complex scene (Bregman, 1990; Moore, 1995). For harmonic tones, pitch is
the perceptual correlate of the fundamental frequency F0, that is the sound’s
lowest frequency value of which all the spectral components are an integer
multiple. As the same pitch can be perceived even after removal of the energy
at F0 (i.e. in the case of missing fundamental), pitch is more generally defined
in relation to the repetition rate (or periodicity) of the temporal envelope of
the sound. Indeed, the energy content at the fundamental frequency does not
influence the periodicity of the temporal envelope, which is solely determined
by the spacing of the harmonics (de Cheveigné, 2010).
The neural mechanisms underlying pitch perception are still largely debated.
The “temporal” hypothesis assumes that the periodicity is extracted based on
the timing between successive spikes in the auditory nerve. In contrast, the
“place” theory infers that pitch is determined by the harmonic template that best
matches the spectral cues encoded tonotopically in the cochlea and throughout
the ascending auditory pathway (Plack et al., 2005). Recent accounts suggest
that both place and timing information are necessary in order to perceive the
correct pitch (Oxenham, 2013; Oxenham et al., 2004; Shamma, 2004).
Several studies investigated the neural (fMRI) correlates of pitch processing
in subcortical and cortical structures of the human auditory system by comparing
the BOLD responses for a wide range of pitch evoking sounds and noise control
stimuli. Using iterated ripple noise (IRN), Griffiths et al. (2001) found a positive
correlation between temporal regularity and local brain activity in the cochlear
nucleus (CN) and in the inferior colliculus (IC) bilaterally. Moreover, the
contrast between time-varying and fixed pitch sequences revealed significant
activation differences only in the auditory cortex, specifically in lateral Heschl’s
gyrus (HG) and in planum temporale (PT) bilaterally, as also revealed with PET
(Griffiths et al., 1998). This suggested a hierarchy of pitch processing stages
starting in the subcortical structures, which are sensitive to temporal regularity,
and terminating at the cortical level, where perceived pitch (variations) are most
likely encoded. Patterson et al. (2002) reported a selective activation in lateral
HG both in response to pitch-producing IRN and melodic sounds. Barker et al.
(2012) argued that the activity elicited by the IRN in lateral HG was due to the
fine temporal structure of the stimuli instead of pitch per se, as the contrast
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between the responses to conventional IRN and “no pitch” IRN control sounds
did not show a significant difference. A pitch-tuned region was identified in the
“anterior half of the auditory cortex” in Norman-Haignere et al. (2013). The
activation of this region was predominantly driven by the resolved harmonics
of the stimuli, and overlapped with a low-frequency area in the tonotopy map.
These results are consistent with single-unit recordings in marmoset monkeys,
reporting pitch-selective neurons located in a low-frequency region near the
antero-lateral border of the primary auditory cortex (Bendor and Wang, 2005),
potentially corresponding to lateral HG in humans (Bendor, 2012; Bendor and
Wang, 2006). In addition, selective activation in response to pitch-evoking
dichotic stimuli (Huggins pitch) has been observed in PT (Garcia et al., 2010;
Hall and Plack, 2007, 2009). Importantly, a covariation of neural activity and
pitch salience (dissociated from the physical stimulus regularity) was revealed
in a cortical area located in the antero-lateral end of HG bilaterally (Penagos
et al., 2004), whereas no such relation has been found for the PT region. In
summary, fMRI findings support the hypothesis that the auditory cortex is
involved in pitch perception. However, the exact location of a presumed pitch
processing center in the human auditory cortex remains controversial (Griffiths
and Hall, 2012).
The above-mentioned studies examined pitch processing by measuring fMRI
responses to synthetic stimuli. However, for sounds occurring in everyday life
pitch perception is more complex than for these artificial stimuli. For instance,
the pitch of complex sounds may be influenced by the sound’s overall spectral
content and especially by the spectral locus of maximum energy concentration,
which also relates to the brightness of timbre (de Cheveigné, 2005). Moreover, the
strength of the pitch percept (or salience) is influenced by the degree to which the
spectral components of sounds are harmonic, such that inharmonic sounds tend
to evoke a pitch less salient than the one evoked by harmonic tones (Houtsma,
1997). As most of the sounds originating from natural and man-made sources are
not perfectly harmonic, the brain processing underlying pitch perception for reallife sounds necessarily entails computational and representational mechanisms
for extracting and combining multiple dimensions of pitch, notably pitch height
(i.e. the dimension of pitch specifically related to F0) and pitch salience (i.e.
the dimension of pitch related to sound harmonic structure). The aim of the
present study was to investigate these mechanisms in human auditory cortex
through the model-based analysis of 7 T fMRI responses to real life sounds.
First, we used single-voxel encoding (Kay et al., 2008b) and modeled the fMRI
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responses to a large set of complex naturalistic sounds as a function of sound
representation models incorporating information on pitch height alone, pitch
salience alone or on a weighted combination of height and salience. Both pitch
height and salience were estimated using the YIN algorithm (de Cheveigné and
Kawahara, 2002). Then, we evaluated the capability of these various models to
predict the responses to a left-out sample of stimuli. The prediction accuracy
obtained for these models were compared to each other and to the accuracy
obtained with models describing the sounds by their spectral energy content
on the same set of features as the pitch models (i.e. frequency bins). Results
showed that fMRI responses in cortical regions located bilaterally in lateral
HG and adjacent STG were predicted better by the pitch-based than by the
energy-based sound representations. Moreover, in the right hemisphere regions,
the prediction accuracy for the model combining pitch height and salience was
significantly better than for the other pitch models.
Our previous work has shown that fMRI single-voxel responses (Santoro
et al., 2014) and response patterns (Santoro et al., 2017) to natural sounds
can be predicted accurately by a sound representation model based on the
combination of spectro-temporal modulations (Chi et al., 2005). Sound representations explicitly encoding for pitch are expected to provide complementary
and relatively independent information on the sound. In fact, current models
of auditory scene analysis hypothesize that the auditory system uses pitch in
parallel to the multi-resolution representation for parsing the auditory objects
of complex scenes (Elhilali and Shamma, 2008; Shamma et al., 2011). Thus,
a final aim of the study was to test whether a sound representation model
based on pitch - used as a complement to the multi-resolution model - can
provide additional information for decoding complex sounds from fMRI response
patterns. We addressed this question using model-based multi- voxel decoding
(Miyawaki et al., 2008; Santoro et al., 2017). Results showed that pitch information contributed to sound decoding significantly only for circumstantiated
regions in lateral HG and STG and not in the remainder of the auditory cortex,
which supports the hypotheses on the relevance of these regions for coding pitch
information.
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Materials and Methods
Subjects and ethical statement
Five healthy subjects that were different for the two experiments participated
in Experiment 1 (n1 = 5, median age = 32, three males) and Experiment 2
(n2 = 5, median age = 27 years, two males). The data of Experiment 1 and
Experiment 2 have been previously described (Exp. 1: De Martino et al., 2013;
Moerel et al., 2013; Santoro et al., 2014 Exp. 2: Santoro et al., 2017, publicly
available at https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.np4hs) and are analyzed here using a
new approach. In this section the relevant elements of experimental procedures
and fMRI response estimation will be described. All subjects (Experiment
1 and Experiment 2) reported no history of hearing disorder or neurological
disease, and gave informed consent before commencement of the measurements.
The Institutional Review Board for human subject research at the University
of Minnesota (Experiment 1) and the Ethical Committee of the Faculty of
Psychology and Neuroscience at Maastricht University (Experiment 2) granted
approval for the study. Procedures followed the principles expressed in the
Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent was obtained from each participant
before conducting the experiments.
Experimental procedures and fMRI responses estimation
Stimuli consisted of recordings of natural sounds including speech, voices,
animal cries, scenes from nature, musical instruments and tool sounds (168 and
288 sounds for Experiment 1 and 2 respectively, 16 000 Hz sampling frequency,
1000 ms duration). In Experiment 1, for each subject 8 functional runs were
collected; 144 sounds were presented in 6 training runs with 3 repetitions overall
while the remaining 24 sounds were presented in 2 testing runs with 3 repetitions
per run. In Experiment 2, the stimuli were divided in 4 non-overlapping sets (72
sounds each) that equally represented the semantic categories (i.e., 12 sounds
per semantic category). The subjects underwent two scanning sessions, each
consisting of 6 runs. Per session, 2 sound sets were repeated in 3 runs and each
stimulus was presented 3 times across runs. In both experiments fMRI time
series were acquired according to a fast event-related design (Experiment 1:
TR = 2600 ms; TA = 1200 ms; TE = 30 ms; GRAPPA acceleration X3; partial
Fourier 6/8; voxel size = 1.5×1.5×1.5 mm3 ; silent gap = 1400 ms; Experiment 2:
TR = 2600 ms; TA = 1200 ms; TE = 19 ms; GRAPPA acceleration X2; partial
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Fourier 6/8; voxel size = 1.5×1.5×1.5 mm3 ; silent gap = 1400 ms). Sounds
were presented in the silent gap between acquisitions with a randomly assigned
inter-stimulus interval of 2, 3 or 4 TRs. The data was preprocessed with
BrainVoyager QX (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, the Netherlands; temporal
high pass filter and 3D motion correction) and sampled in Talairach space.
Next, for each voxel, the hemodynamic response function (HRF) common to
all stimuli was estimated via a deconvolution analysis in which all stimuli were
treated as a single condition. The fMRI responses to the stimuli (which will
be referred to as “beta weights”) were then computed by using the estimated
HRF with one predictor per sound (Kay et al., 2008a). In Experiment 2 a
4-fold cross validation across the 4 stimulus sets was implemented. In both
experiments, the HRF was estimated using the training data and beta weights
were computed separately for training and testing sounds. Further analyses
were performed on voxels with a significant positive response to the training
sounds (p < 0.05, uncorrected) within an anatomically defined mask, which
included Heschl’s gyrus (HG), planum polare (PP), planum temporale (PT),
and superior temporal gyrus (STG).

Pitch and sound representation models
We considered four different sound representation models: 1) a Weighted
Pitch model, representing the perceived pitch of natural sounds as a “weighted”
combination of F0 contour (pitch height) and salience (Fig. 2.1A); 2) a
Pitch model, representing the perceived pitch as the pitch height alone (Fig.
2.1B); 3) a Tonotopy model, which described each stimulus by its spectral
energy (Fig. 2.1C) and 4) a Timbral Brightness model, representing the sounds
by the height of the spectral centroid (Fig. 2.1D), which is perceptually related
to the brightness of timbre. All the models were implemented with custom
Matlab (The MathWorks Inc.) code using the same time-frequency resolution.

Pitch and Weighted Pitch models
The perceived pitch of each sound was modeled based on the fundamental
frequency estimated with the YIN algorithm (de Cheveigné and Kawahara, 2002).
The algorithm detects the periodicity (and thus the fundamental frequency) of
a given signal by measuring its self-similarity across time through the following
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the main stimulus representation models. (A) Weighted
Pitch model: the perceived pitch is modeled as a “weighted” combination of pitch
height and salience, obtained as a point by point multiplication between the timeresolved F0 contour and the coefficient reflecting the harmonic structure of the
stimulus. This operation embeds the hypothesis that the information about the
harmonic structure of the stimuli (perceptual salience) contributes in explaining the
pitch-related cortical activity. After averaging across time, each stimulus is represented
as a function of frequency, whose peak location corresponds to the estimated pitch
height. Salience only influences the amplitude of the peak (related to pitch strength).
(B) Pitch model: salience is not taken in account and pitch is modeled only by the
F0 contour. (C) Tonotopy model: each sound is described by the spectral energy of
each frequency component computed with the STFT. (D) Timbral Brightness model:
stimuli are represented by the height of the spectral centroid, perceptually related to
the brightness of timbre.
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cumulative mean normalized difference function:

d0t (τ ) =


1,


(1/τ )

if τ = 0;
dt (τ )
P
τ

j=1

(2.1)

dt (j) , otherwise;

where dt (τ ) = rt (0) + rt+τ (0) − 2rt (τ ) and rt (τ ) is the autocorrelation function
(ACF). For a periodic sound, the difference function in Eq. (2.1) is zero at each
time lag τ integer multiple of the fundamental period. For sounds that are not
perfectly periodic, the fundamental frequency is determined by the first time
lag corresponding to a local minimum. Values of the difference function reflect
the aperiodic (or inharmonic) component.
We applied the YIN algorithm on our stimuli, and derived two pitch representation models from the algorithm’s output in the following way. The
time-resolved fundamental frequency f0 (t) estimated by the YIN algorithm was
discretized by defining a set of K = 128 logarithmically spaced frequencies F
(from 50 to 8000 Hz) and selecting the k -th frequency as follows:
F0(t) = argmin (|Fk − f0 (t)|).

(2.2)

F

The resulting 2D representation was then averaged over time, obtaining a
Pitch model which characterized the sounds by the averaged F0 contour (pitch
height) (Fig. 2.1B).
Additionally, we derived a second model of pitch representation (referred
to as a Weighted Pitch model) that characterized the sounds by both the
estimated pitch height and the perceptual strength (or salience). Specifically,
we considered the difference function in Eq. (2.1) as a confidence indicator
of the estimated F0 (de Cheveigné and Kawahara, 2002) and assumed that
it reflects the perceived salience of the pitch. This assumption is in line with
previous studies that considered the amplitude of the autocorrelation function
as a quantitative descriptor of the strength of the perceived pitch (Leaver and
Rauschecker, 2010; Meddis and Hewitt, 1991; Patterson et al., 1996; Yost et al.,
1996). We obtained a coefficient reflecting the salience of the corresponding
pitch as the inverse of dt (τ ) normalized to the highest value in the whole set
of sounds in each experiment. Low values corresponded to a low reliability of
the estimated F0 value, representing a less salient pitch. The 2D representation
of the F0 contour was then “weighted” by the reliability coefficient through a
point-by-point multiplication and averaged across time (Weighted Pitch model,
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Fig. 2.1A). Additionally, a logarithmic transformation was applied to the
resulting feature vector wp to balance the differences in order of magnitude of
the confidence indicator:
wpl =

1
.
1 − log10 (wp)

(2.3)

Note that the Weighted Pitch and Pitch models only differed by the weighting
operation, which embedded the hypothesis that the information about the
harmonic structure of the stimuli (perceptual salience) might contribute to the
fMRI activity related to pitch.
To exclude the possibility that the observed differences between the Weighted
Pitch and the Pitch model (see Results) depended on the overall difference of
fMRI response levels to sounds with high vs low periodicity strength values, we included two additional models referred to as Saliency and Saliency-Pitch models
respectively. The Saliency model represented sounds by the strength of the
corresponding pitch (perceptual salience) as estimated by averaging the feature
vector of the Weighted Pitch model (K = 1 feature). Note that pitch salience
is closely related to the harmonic-to-noise ratio (HNR) (Giordano et al., 2013;
Leaver and Rauschecker, 2010; Lewis et al., 2009). The Saliency-Pitch model,
instead, was based on a combination of pitch strength and height which differed
from that of the Weighted Pitch model. More specifically, the sound feature
estimated with the Saliency model was appended to the feature vector of the
Pitch model (K = 129 features).

Tonotopy and Timbral Brightness models
We compared the described pitch models to a Tonotopy model that represents the stimuli by their spectral content and a Timbral Brightness model,
which reflects a perceptual property of complex sounds (de Cheveigné, 2005)
and provides a sparse sound representation similarly to the pitch models.
The Tonotopy model was obtained by calculating the time-frequency representation of the acoustic energy with the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT).
The resulting spectrogram was downsampled to K = 128 logarithmically spaced
frequencies between 50 and 8000 Hz and averaged across time (Fig. 2.1C). The
Timbral Brightness model was obtained by computing the spectral centroid
SC(t) as the power distribution over frequency at time t and selecting the k -th
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frequency as follows:
P
k Fk Xk (t)
sc(t) = P
;
k Xk (t)
SC(t) = argmin(|Fk − sc(t)|);

(2.4)
(2.5)

F

where Xk denotes the amplitude of each harmonic and Fk is the corresponding
frequency value. The 2D representation of the time-resolved spectral centroid
was then averaged across time (Fig. 2.1D). Note that here we defined Timbral
Brightness as the center of gravity of the power spectrum, estimated as the
weighted sum of frequencies. However, other measures are possible for the
spectral centroid (Kendall et al., 1999; Marozeau et al., 2003; McAdams et al.,
1995).
Single-voxel encoding
Estimation of the predicted fMRI responses
For each of the sound representation models described above, we derived
the representations of all the stimuli, obtaining an (S×K) feature matrix F,
where S is the number of sounds and K is the number of features. The fMRI
responses yi = [y1i , . . . , ySi ]T of the i-th voxel were then expressed as a linear
transformation of the model features F:
yStrain ,i = FStrain wi + ni ;

(2.6)

where Strain is the set of training sounds and n is a noise term. The overall
voxel feature profile wi = [w1i , . . . , wKi ]T (wki is the contribution of the k -th
feature) was computed solving Eq. (2.6) with kernel ridge regression (Bishop,
2006; Hoerl and Kennard, 1970). The regularization parameter was determined
independently for each voxel by generalized cross validation (Golub et al.,
1979). Responses to the testing sounds were then predicted using the estimated
regression weights:
ŷStest ,i = FStest wi .

(2.7)

FMRI responses and features in the training data were normalized by
removing the mean and dividing by the standard deviation across stimuli. The
mean and standard deviation of the training data were used to normalize the
test data (fMRI responses and features). In Experiment 2 we implemented a
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4-fold cross validation scheme across the 4 non-overlapping stimulus sets (see
above) and the procedure was repeated independently for each cross validation.

Voxel-based model comparison
Voxels’ prediction accuracy was defined as the voxel-wise Pearson’s correlation coefficient between measured and predicted fMRI responses to the testing
stimuli. For each subject in Experiment 2 accuracy was averaged across the cross
validations (Fisher transform/inverse transform was applied before/after the
average). Single-subject maps of accuracy values were projected and smoothed
(filter width = 4 vertices) on subject-specific cortical surfaces. Individual cortical
surfaces and corresponding maps were aligned across subjects using Cortex
Based Alignment (CBA) (Goebel et al., 2006). Group maps of model fit were
obtained by color-coding the median value of vertices that had been included
in the analysis of at least 8 out of the 10 subjects. Significance of the contrast
between two models was assessed by performing a group random-effects non
parametric test on the Fisher transform of the correlation values. The test
statistic was defined for each vertex i as the group average of the individual
difference di = ri,Model1 − ri,Model2 . We computed the null distribution by
changing the sign for a randomly selected subset of subjects and re-computing
the test statistic. This procedure was repeated for all possible permutations
of sign change (2N ) and the p value was computed as the proportion of values
in the null distribution equal or higher than the observed average difference.
Data of the two hemispheres were pooled together and a cluster size threshold
procedure was performed (Forman et al., 1995). The cluster-level false-positive
rate was estimated for each permutation using an initial vertex-level threshold
set to p = 0.05. The minimum cluster size threshold which yielded a cluster-level
false-positive rate (alpha) of 5% was then applied to the statistical maps.
Automated definition of the Pitch ROI and multi-voxel decoding
The described voxel-based model comparison relies on the spatial realignment
of anatomical/functional data across subjects. To verify the consistency of
the results across subjects, we performed an additional analysis aimed at
identifying in each individual participant, a Pitch ROI . Furthermore, for these
Pitch ROI s, a model-based multivariate decoding analysis was conducted as a
complementary analysis to single voxel encoding and to assess the hypothesis
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that the information about perceived pitch is represented preferentially within
the selected region.
Using the training data only (Eq. (2.6)), a Pitch ROI (PR) was defined as
the set of voxels for which the Weighted Pitch model fit was most significant
(p ≤ 0.005, uncorrected). The significance level was computed based on the
comparison of the actual fit with the model fits obtained after permuting (200
permutations) the stimulus labels. Both the maps of actual and permuted
model fit were spatially smoothed in the 3D volume space (Gaussian kernel,
3 mm FWHM), independently for each permutation (and cross validation in
Experiment 2). This procedure was repeated for each single subject (Fig. 2.S1).
For these individually determined ROIs we conducted a model-based decoding analysis aimed at reconstructing the model features from fMRI response
patterns. The feature matrix F consisting of the representations of all the
stimuli obtained for the Weighted Pitch model (see above) was expressed as a
linear transformation of the multivoxel pattern response Y plus a bias term b
and a noise term n:
fStrain ,k = YStrain wT
k + bk 1 + n k ;

(2.8)

where Strain is the set of training sounds and 1 is an all-ones vector. Voxels’
contribution to the k-th feature fk (wk = [wk1 , . . . , wkI ], I = number of voxels)
was computed solving Eq. (2.8) with kernel ridge regression (Bishop, 2006;
Hoerl and Kennard, 1970) and the regularization parameter was determined
independently for each feature by generalized cross validation (Golub et al., 1979).
Features in the testing sounds were then reconstructed using the estimated
regression weights as follows:
f̂Stest ,k = YStest wT
k.

(2.9)

The overall performance of the model was quantified performing a sound
identification analysis on the basis of all reconstructed features. For each testing
sound s, we computed Pearson’s correlation coefficient (rs ) between the set of
original and of reconstructed features. The normalized rank m of the correlation
was used as a measure of the ability to correctly identify each sound:
ms = 1 −

rank(rs ) − 1
.
Stest − 1

(2.10)

A final identification accuracy per subject was then obtained as the average
of ms across sounds (and cross validations in Experiment 2).
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The same analyses were performed separately on a control region consisting
of all the remaining voxels not included in the PR, which was referred to as
Complementary Pitch ROI (PR). The identification accuracies from Pitch
ROI and Complementary Pitch ROI were compared performing a paired t-test
on the Fisher transform of the accuracy values.

Combining pitch and spectro-temporal modulations for
multi-voxel decoding
Previously, we have shown that fMRI responses to natural sounds can be
predicted accurately by a sound representation model based on the combination
of spectro-temporal modulations (Santoro et al., 2014, 2017). Thus, here we
examined whether the Weighted Pitch model (i.e. the best performing of the
pitch models tested, see Results) contributed relevantly to the fMRI-based
decoding of sounds in addition to a multiresolution modulation-based sound
representation model. First, we estimated a modulation-based representation of
each stimulus (Modulation model) by applying the cortical stage of the “NSL
Tools” package (available at http://www.isr.umd.edu/Labs/NSL/Software.htm)
to the spectrogram obtained with the STFT. This cortical stage consists of
a bank of 2D modulation selective filters tuned to spectra modulation frequencies of Ω = [0.5, 1, 2, 4] cyc/oct and temporal modulation frequencies of
ω = [1, 3, 9, 27] Hz. The filter bank output was computed at each frequency
along the tonotopic axis and then averaged over time. In order to decode the
same number of features as for the Weighted Pitch model, we reduced the
number of frequency bins to 8 (with constant bandwidths) and averaged the
modulation energy within each of these bins. This resulted in K = 128 features
in total (8 frequencies × 4 spectral modulations × 4 temporal modulations, see
Santoro et al. (2014) for details). Second, we employed this modulation-based
representation to perform multivoxel decoding (as described by Eqs. (2.8)(2.10)) in the identified PRs (and corresponding PRs). As for the Weighted
Pitch model, these analyses resulted in a Pearson’s correlation between reconstructed and original features (rs ), a normalized rank (ms ) per each sound in
the test set and an average identification accuracy score per subject. Third, to
examine whether the pitch model contributes relevant decoding information
in addition to the Modulation model, we calculated a combined ModulationPitch identification score by averaging the correlation coefficients obtained
separately for the Weighted Pitch and Modulation models and re-computing
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the normalized rank from the averaged correlation for each sound (Eq. (2.10)).
Fisher transform/inverse transforms were applied before/after the averaging.
Finally, we compared the identification accuracy obtained with the combined
Modulation-Pitch decoder with that obtained with the Weighted Pitch and the
Modulation decoders by performing group-level (one-tailed) paired t-tests on
the Fisher transformed values.

Results
Voxel-based prediction accuracy and model comparison
Fig. 2.2 shows the group maps of prediction accuracy obtained for all
considered sound representation models. The Weighted Pitch model, which
represented the pitch of natural sounds as a “weighted” combination of pitch
height and salience, showed the highest prediction accuracy for cortical regions
located bilaterally along HS, medial to HG, in lateral HG and adjacent regions
in middle STG and in posterior STG (Fig. 2.2B). A similar distribution of
accuracy values was observed for the Pitch model (Fig. 2.2C), where pitch
was instead only modeled by the F0 contour. The Tonotopy model, which
considered each sound’s spectral energy, showed the most predictive power
in voxels surrounding HG medially (in the first transverse sulcus [FTS]) and
posteriorly (along HS) in both the hemispheres (Fig. 2.2D). Prediction accuracy
of the Timbral Brightness model, which represented sounds by the height of the
spectral centroid, followed the same arrangement as for the Tonotopy model but
with lower overall values (Fig. 2.2E). The group maps of the prediction accuracy
obtained for the Saliency model (Fig. 2.2F) showed lower overall values with
respect to the Pitch and to the Weighted Pitch models. The prediction accuracy
of the Saliency-Pitch model (Fig. 2.2G), instead, showed an arrangement similar
to that of the Pitch model.
Fig. 2.3 shows the group-level statistical non-parametric maps comparing
the Weighted Pitch to the competing models. The accuracies of the two pitch
models did not differ significantly in the left hemisphere. In contrast, in the
right hemisphere the Weighted Pitch model performed significantly better than
the Pitch model in middle STG (at the lateral adjacency of HG/HS) and
posterior STG (Fig. 2.3A). When compared to both the Tonotopy and the
Timbral Brightness models, in both the left and right hemisphere, the Weighted
Pitch model yielded significantly higher prediction accuracy on lateral HG and
on adjacent STG regions, which also extended more posteriorly (Fig. 2.3B32
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Figure 2.2: Group maps of voxels’ prediction accuracy projected on the inflated
reconstruction of the group auditory cortex. (A) Surface reconstruction of the group
auditory cortex. The black square in the insets illustrates which part of the complete
cortical meshes is displayed (B–G). The prediction accuracy is quantified as the
median value across subjects of the voxel-wise Pearson’s correlation coefficient between
measured and predicted fMRI responses to the testing sounds. Red [white] colors
indicate low [high] accuracy correlation values. Black lines denote the HG.
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C respectively). Furthermore, the Weighted Pitch model outperformed the
Saliency model in middle and posterior STG bilaterally and in the surrounding
area of HG of the left hemisphere (Fig. 2.3D) and the Saliency-Pitch model
in right middle STG (at the lateral adjacency of HG/HS) and right posterior
STG (Fig. 2.3E). These latter results were similar to those obtained in the
comparison to the Pitch model.

Figure 2.3: Voxel-based model comparison. The contrast maps show the regions where
the Weighted Pitch model significantly outperformed the competing models (p < 0.05;
corrected for multiple comparisons using a cluster size correction). The color-code
represents the value of the test statistic d defined for each voxel as the average of the
difference between the prediction accuracy of the two corresponding models.

Characterization of the Pitch ROI
Following these voxel-based comparisons, we performed additional analyses
to test the hypothesis that the perceived pitch is encoded preferentially within a
specific region of the auditory cortex. For each single subject we defined a Pitch
ROI (PR) using an automated procedure based on training data alone (see
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Materials and Methods). The location of the PR revealed a high consistency
across subjects on lateral HG and middle STG bilaterally (Fig. 2.4A, see Fig.
2.S1 for results at single subject level). These regions were consistent with the
locations having the highest prediction accuracy of the fMRI activity to the
testing sounds in the group analysis (Fig. 2.4B). Fig. 2.4C shows the overlap of
the PR with group tonotopy maps in the cortex-based realigned space. These
maps were obtained as by colorcoding the median value across subjects of voxels’
characteristic frequency (CF), as estimated with the Tonotopy model (Moerel et
al., 2012). CF maps showed a typical pattern with multiple low-high frequency
gradients covering HG and surrounding STG (see Moerel et al., 2014 for a
detailed description). The PR mostly matched the region with preference for
low frequencies occupying the lateral Heschl’s gyrus and adjacent STG. When
considering a multiresolution sound representation, the energy distribution over
high spectral scales carries information about the pitch of a sound (see Wang
and Shamma, 1995 and Discussion). It is therefore interesting to evaluate the
relation of the PR not only to tonotopic maps but also to maps of characteristic
spectral modulations (CSM), as described in Santoro et al. (2014). Fig. 2.4D
shows the overlap of the PR with the group CSM maps in the cortex-based
realigned space. These maps were obtained by color-coding the median value
across subjects of voxels’ characteristic scale, as estimated with the Modulation
model (Santoro et al., 2014). In accordance with previous results, CSM maps
presented a preference for fast spectral scales in regions along HG and in anterior
regions (Santoro et al., 2014; Schönwiesner and Zatorre, 2009). Interestingly, in
both hemispheres, only a small portion of the PR included voxels preferring
the fast scales (above 2.5 cyc/oct, purple colors). The remaining part of the PR
corresponded to the area tuned to lower spectral modulation values, suggesting
that the PR encodes a distinct representation of pitch (see Discussion).
Multivoxel decoding and combination with the modulation model
For both the identified PR and PR , we quantified the capability of the
Weighted Pitch model to correctly decode the perceived pitch of sounds from
the multi-voxel patterns of brain activity by statistical assessment of the sound
identification accuracy (see Materials and Methods). Accuracy was significantly
above chance in both the ROIs (0.5, p = 0.002, two-sided signed rank test),
but pitch identification was significantly more accurate within the PR (PR:
mean [SEM] = 0.65 [0.021]; PR : mean [SEM] = 0.59 [0.014]; p = 0.006, paired
t-test; Fig. 2.5, see Table 2.S1 for single subject results).
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Figure 2.4: (A) Consistency across subjects of the Pitch ROI . Orange [red] indicates
an overlap of 40% [80%] across the subjects, respectively. (B) Overlap of the Pitch
ROI with prediction accuracy group maps estimated for the Weighted Pitch model (i.e.,
the map displayed in Fig. 2.2B). (C,D) Pitch ROI superimposed to the characteristic
frequency (CF) and spectral modulation (CSM) maps respectively. Panels (B–D)
show only voxels active in at least 8 out of the 10 subjects. Black solid lines delineate
the Pitch ROI corresponding to more than 60% overlap across subjects. Black dotted
lines denote HG.
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For these regions, we performed the same identification analysis for the
Modulation and Modulation-Pitch decoders (see Materials and Methods). As
expected (Santoro et al., 2014, 2017), in both the ROIs the identification
accuracy for the Modulation decoder was significantly higher than chance (PR:
mean [SEM] = 0.72 [0.020]; PR : mean [SEM] = 0.69 [0.015]; p = 0.002, twosided signed rank test). In both the ROIs, the identification accuracy for the
Modulation decoder was also significantly higher than the accuracy obtained
with the Weighted Pitch decoder (PR: p = 0.001; PR : p = 4 · 10−4 ; Fig. 2.5,
see Table 2.S2 for single subject results).
The combined Modulation-Pitch decoder provided highly significant identification accuracies within both the ROIs (PR: mean [SEM] = 0.74 [0.021];
PR : mean [SEM] = 0.69 [0.015]; p = 0.002; Fig. 2.5, see Table 2.S3 for single
subject results). Importantly, in the PR the accuracy for the Modulation-Pitch
decoder was significantly higher than the accuracy of both the Weighted Pitch
decoder (p = 1.2 · 10−4 ) and the Modulation decoder (p = 0.01) (Fig. 2.5, left).
Conversely, in the PR , the accuracy for the Modulation-Pitch decoder was significantly higher than the accuracy of the Weighted Pitch decoder (p = 1.2·10−4 )
but not of the Modulation decoder (p = 0.09) (Fig. 2.5, right).

Figure 2.5: Identification accuracy (mean ± SEM) obtained with the Weighted Pitch,
Modulation and Modulation-Pitch decoders within the Pitch ROI (PR) and for the
Complementary Pitch ROI (PR ). Horizontal lines indicate the significance of the
pairwise comparisons.
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Discussion
In the present study we combined fMRI encoding/decoding with a computational algorithm of pitch extraction to investigate the representation of pitch of
natural sounds in the human auditory cortex.
Our results showed that a model representing perceived pitch as a “weighted”
combination of height and salience predicts the fMRI activity in distinct portions
of the auditory cortex comparatively better than other perceptual and acoustic
models. In particular, we found this effect to be most consistent across subjects
in regions located in lateral HG and adjacent middle-posterior STG (Pitch
ROI ). This finding is in agreement with several previous fMRI studies that
reported selective responses to pitch-evoking sounds in similar cortical locations
(e.g. Griffiths and Hall, 2012; Patterson et al., 2002; Penagos et al., 2004).
The agreement between previous and our fMRI findings is remarkable as the
approaches differ in many respects. First, most of the studies so far entailed sets
of synthetic stimuli with homogeneous acoustic properties (e.g. IRN, harmonic
complexes). Our stimuli, instead, consisted of a wide variety of real-life sounds
that largely differed among each other both in terms of their acoustic (spectral
and temporal) and perceptual properties. In this respect, the convergence of
results obtained with simple artificial and complex real-life sounds suggest an
overlap between the involved neural mechanisms. Second, in most previous
studies, the localization of auditory cortical regions selective for pitch processing
has been based on the statistical subtraction of the activation levels measured
for the pitch evoking stimuli with those measured for stimuli designed to control
e.g. for the influence of the spectral (or temporal) composition of the sound
(Griffiths and Hall, 2012; Oxenham, 2013). While useful in cases where it
is reasonable to assume that experimental and control sounds differ along a
single dimension, this type of discriminative analysis becomes problematic with
more complex stimuli. In fact, it is difficult to design control stimuli that are
matched to real-life sounds in terms of acoustic and perceptual properties. With
model-based fMRI such control stimuli are not required as the inference on
(the localization of) pitch processing is based on the statistical assessment and
comparison of alternative models in explaining/predicting fMRI responses. Note
that the choice of the models to compare in fMRI encoding is as relevant as the
choice of control stimuli in typical subtraction designs. In the present study,
the pitch model based on the weighted combination of saliency and height
(Weighted Pitch model) outperformed a model reflecting the spectral content
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of the sound (Tonotopy model). This suggests that the activity of neuronal
populations in lateral HG and middle-posterior STG reflects pitch extraction
and pitch representation in addition to the acoustic energy of the sound. The
low performance of the Timbral Brightness model, instead, might depend on
the fact that cortical responses may encode measures of temporal variability
(e.g. interquartile range dissimilarity) rather than long-term statistics of the
spectral centroid (Giordano et al., 2013).
Importantly, the Weighted Pitch model outperformed two separate models
based on pitch height and salience alone, thus supporting the hypothesis that
the auditory cortical responses in the identified regions reflect also the strength
of pitch perception (Penagos et al., 2004). Previous studies indicated the
involvement of regions of the right hemispheric auditory cortex in processing
sound harmonicity (Giordano et al., 2013; Leaver and Rauschecker, 2010; Lewis
et al., 2009). Accordingly, our Saliency model performed best on the STG of
the right hemisphere. However, our findings support the relevance of pitch
height in addition to salience in the encoding of natural sounds by the auditory
cortex. In particular, in the highlighted auditory cortical regions, a modulatory
(multiplicative) combination of salience and height in the Weighted Pitch
model outperformed the simpler (additive) conjunction of height and salience
information (Saliency-Pitch model) and the salience information alone (Saliency
model). We suggest that the Weighted Pitch model reflects a representation
that more closely reflect the perception of the pitch of natural sounds.
Previous studies in the marmoset monkey reported that the largest number
of “pitch-sensitive” neurons were located in a low-frequency region between A1
and lateral belt (Bendor and Wang, 2005). To examine the relation between
the identified Pitch ROI and the auditory cortical tonotopic maps, we used the
tonotopy model to derive topographic maps of voxels’ characteristic frequency
(CF) (Fig. 2.4C; see also Moerel et al., 2012). The resulting maps followed the
tonotopic organization of the human auditory cortex described in preceding
imaging studies using fMRI (Da Costa et al., 2011; Formisano et al., 2003;
Moerel et al., 2012; Saenz and Langers, 2014). Consistent with the findings in
the marmoset monkey, the Pitch ROI overlapped substantially with the low
frequency regions located in antero-lateral HG, but also extended into higher
frequency clusters in middle/posterior STG.
Of the many existing algorithms of pitch extraction (e.g.de Cheveigné, 2005;
Rabiner et al., 1976) we selected the YIN algorithm because it provided robust
estimates of fundamental period (frequency) and harmonicity (aperiodicity) not
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only for speech sounds but also for higher pitched sounds of other categories.
Whereas YIN is based on a temporal model of pitch (autocorrelation), our data
and analyses do not allow making conclusions on whether pitch is extracted
along the auditory system through temporal or spectral (spatial) mechanisms.
In fact, only the output of the algorithm is used in the fMRI encoding/decoding
analyses. Thus, using a different algorithm based on spectral analysis (Cohen
et al., 1995; Shamma and Klein, 2000) would have affected our results only if the
output representation would have been different. Similarly, we have formulated
the fMRI encoding/decoding problem using a “spectral” representation of pitch,
which was done in order to compare directly the pitch model to acoustic
(tonotopic) models accounting for the sound spectral energy. Note that the
fMRI responses could have been modeled equivalently (Eqs. (2.6) and (2.8))
in terms of a “temporal” representation of pitch. However, the nature of the
fMRI signal does not allow resolving the temporal dynamics of the underlying
neuronal populations. Investigating the contribution of temporal mechanisms
to the coding of pitch in complex sounds thus requires electrophysiological
measurements (e.g. Bendor et al., 2012).
In our previous work we had examined the cortical processing of natural
sounds by using either single-voxel encoding or multivariate decoding models.
In particular, we adopted a single-voxel encoding approach to derive the profiles
of voxels’ sensitivity to physical acoustic features, such as frequency tuning
curves (Moerel et al., 2012) and spectro-temporal modulation transfer functions
(Santoro et al., 2014). Additionally, we employed a model-based multivariate
decoding technique to further investigate how acoustic features (frequencies and
modulations) are represented by patterns of activation within distinct auditory
cortical regions (Santoro et al., 2017). Here we combined fMRI encoding and
decoding as complementary techniques (Naselaris et al., 2011). Specifically,
we first used the encoding approach to compare competing models of stimulus
representation at single-voxel level. This comparison was done using group-level
statistics based on non-parametric permutation testing and a cluster-based
correction for multiple comparisons.
The assessment of single-voxel encoding results, however, relies on the spatial
realignment of anatomical/functional data across subjects. Furthermore, the
encoding model makes the assumption that the stimulus features that maximally
contribute to a voxel response are also those encoded with greatest fidelity.
But, higher responses might not necessarily mean better encoding and spatial
response patterns may be informative of the pitch of complex sounds (Staeren
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et al., 2009). For these reasons, we complemented the single-voxel encoding with
multivariate decoding, where data from individual voxels were jointly modeled.
Whereas multivariate decoding is often limited to anatomically pre-defined
ROIs, we implemented an automated procedure to define the Pitch ROI s at
single-subject level. This enabled us to assess that spatial patterns of activation
in the lateral HG and adjacent STG regions are indeed more informative of
pitch height and salience compared to the complementary remainder of auditory
cortex.
Additionally, our multivariate analyses showed that a decoder combining
pitch and spectro-temporal modulation information is slightly but significantly
more accurate than a decoder based on spectro-temporal modulation alone. This
is consistent with current models of auditory scene analysis hypothesizing that
the auditory system uses pitch in parallel to the multi-resolution representation
for parsing the auditory objects of complex scenes (Elhilali and Shamma, 2008;
Shamma et al., 2011). Note that within the modulation-based representation, the
energy distribution over the spectral scales carries information about the pitch
of a sound (Wang and Shamma, 1995). Harmonic sound components generate
logarithmically spaced energy peaks in the spectral modulation scale-frequency
plane, especially in the high-scale region (Zotkin et al., 2005). However, in
such representation pitch is encoded only implicitly and obtaining an explicit
pitch representation requires additional calculations. For example, an estimate
of pitch can be obtained from the slope of the straight line that connects
the scale peaks (Wang and Shamma, 1995) or using an algorithm based on
spectral analysis (Shamma and Klein, 2000). Our results showing that the
Pitch ROI only marginally overlaps with the regions preferring high spectral
scales (Fig. 2.4D) is consistent with the hypothesis that the Pitch ROI encodes
an explicit pitch representation, which may be the result of such calculations.
In conclusion, our model based analysis of fMRI responses demonstrates that
auditory cortical regions that have been implicated in the analysis of the pitch
of simple synthetic sounds also represent the pitch of complex real life sounds.
Furthermore, our results suggest that these representations do not only encode
perceived pitch height but also perceived pitch saliency.
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Supplementary Material
Table 2.S1: Single subject identification accuracy of the Weighted Pitch model. PR:
Pitch ROI. PR : Complementary Pitch ROI.

Subjects

ROIs
PR
PR

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S9

S10

0.55
0.53

0.54
0.57

0.69
0.66

0.60
0.61

0.73
0.66

0.69
0.60

0.63
0.53

0.69
0.59

0.67
0.60

0.72
0.58

Table 2.S2: Single subject identification accuracy of the Modulation model. PR: Pitch
ROI. PR : Complementary Pitch ROI.

Subjects

ROIs
PR
PR

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S9

S10

0.63
0.64

0.67
0.60

0.73
0.66

0.66
0.68

0.67
0.68

0.76
0.73

0.70
0.66

0.79
0.74

0.79
0.75

0.81
0.72

Table 2.S3: Single subject identification accuracy of the Modulation-Pitch model. PR:
Pitch ROI. PR : Complementary Pitch ROI.

Subjects

ROIs
PR
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S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S9

S10

0.66
0.65

0.64
0.62

0.75
0.68

0.66
0.66

0.72
0.71

0.78
0.74

0.72
0.65

0.81
0.74

0.80
0.75

0.83
0.72

Supplementary Material

Figure 2.S1: Single subject Pitch ROI s. The prediction accuracy is quantified as the
voxel-wise Pearson’s correlation coefficient between measured and predicted fMRI
responses to the training sounds obtained for the Weighted Pitch model. For each
subject, the ROIs were defined by selecting voxels’ providing a prediction accuracy
significantly above chance. The red [white] colors indicate low [high] accuracy values,
respectively.
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Abstract

Abstract
Previous fMRI studies have reported preferential activation for sounds of
different categories (e.g. voice, speech, and music) in regions along the superior
temporal gyrus and sulcus (STG/STS). While responding maximally to the
“preferred” category, these same regions also exhibit significant fMRI responses
to non-preferred sounds and to synthetic stimuli designed to control for acoustic
properties. These regions, therefore, may be the site of neural processing that
transforms low-level (acoustic) into higher level (semantic) sound representations.
Despite recent efforts, the nature of this transformation is poorly understood.
Here, we model this transformation as a linear combination of the acoustics
and test the ability of this model to predict 7 Tesla fMRI in response to a large
collection of real-life sounds of different categories (speech, voice, animal, music,
nature, tools).
First, in a computational analysis of the stimulus set, we find that a linear
support vector machine (SVM) classifier trained on a set of relevant acoustic and
perceptual features is capable to discriminate between sound categories with
high accuracy. Then, with fMRI encoding, we show that the linear combination
of the low-level features based on the classifier’s weights is encoded in the fMRI
responses of the STG/STS and allows an accurate categorization of the sounds.
Additional analyses show that the fMRI responses in these regions also encode
the low-level acoustic sound features, although to a lesser extent. Thus, based on
our results, it can be concluded that both categorical and acoustic information
of natural sounds are encoded in the fMRI activity of the STG/STS regions,
whereas the activation patterns of the early areas of the auditory cortex resulted
more closely related to the processing of low-level acoustic features.
Our results provide insights on the link between acoustic and higher level
processing of sounds in the human brain and put forward a simple computational
mechanism that the auditory cortex may use to transform low-level sound
representations into higher level semantic representations.
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Introduction
Processing the sounds we encounter in everyday life entails the analysis of
both their low-level acoustic properties and of higher-level semantic information
relevant for guiding cognition and behavior. The brain mechanisms for the
analysis of real-life sounds, such as speech, voice, music and environmental
sounds have been a frequent topic of investigation in non-invasive functional
neuroimaging research.
Most often the brain responses to sounds of different sound categories are
compared among each other and to synthetic stimuli designed to control for
certain low-level (acoustic) properties.
A robust and reproducible finding is that human speech and voice elicit
stronger responses than other sound categories and control sounds in distinct
regions along the superior temporal gyrus and sulcus (STG/STS) (Belin et
al., 2000; Fecteau et al., 2004; Warren et al., 2006). Comparable preferential
responses for conspecific vocalizations have been reported in several animal
species, including macaque monkeys (Petkov et al., 2008) and dogs (Andics
et al., 2014).
For sound categories other than voice/speech, evidence for preferential
responses in auditory cortex remains scarcer (e.g. Lewis, 2005; Lewis et al.,
2004), with the notable exception of regions in the anterior superior temporal
plane that are highly responsive to music and musical instruments (AnguloPerkins et al., 2014; Leaver and Rauschecker, 2010; Norman-Haignere et al.,
2015).
The conventional interpretation of these preferential responses is that they
reflect functional specialization, i.e. dedicated and spatially localized neuronal
processing mechanisms. In the case of speech/voice, such mechanisms may
have evolved because of the primary ecological and behavioral relevance of
conspecific vocalizations (Belin, 2006; Petkov et al., 2008). In the case of other
sound categories, specialized processing mechanisms may be shaped during
brain development due to experience-dependent learning (Johnson, 2011).
Sounds from different categories tend to differ acoustically as well and,
thus, it is difficult to disentangle whether these preferential responses reflect
the sensitivity to (combination of) acoustic features characteristic of a given
category or the processing of higher-order (semantic) information (see e.g Engel
et al., 2009; Leaver and Rauschecker, 2010; Wang et al., 1995; Woolley et al.,
2005).
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The same regions that respond preferentially to a given sound category
also exhibit significant fMRI responses to sounds of other categories and to
synthetic control stimuli. For instance, comparable fMRI responses are observed
for reversed speech and pseudowords in STG/STS (Binder, 2000), suggesting
that the responses of these areas may be driven by the acoustic properties of
speech/voice, in agreement with electrophysiological measurements (Mesgarani
et al., 2014). Furthermore, preferential responses are largely diminished when
control sounds are closely matched in terms of low-level properties (Staeren
et al., 2009), even though controlling for acoustic features does not entirely
explain the preferential response of the so-called voice areas to voice stimuli
(Agus et al., 2017).
Previous research investigating the processing of low-level acoustic features
in the auditory cortex indicated that not only in primary auditory areas,
but also across the entire auditory cortex neuronal populations are tuned to
different combinations of acoustic and perceptual sound attributes, especially
for frequency (Da Costa et al., 2011; Formisano et al., 2003; Saenz and Langers,
2014), spectro-temporal modulations (Santoro et al., 2014; Schönwiesner and
Zatorre, 2009) and pitch (De Angelis et al., 2018; Griffiths and Hall, 2012;
Norman-Haignere et al., 2013; Patterson et al., 2002; Penagos et al., 2004).
Importantly, studies that examined directly the relation between low-level
feature sensitivity and category preference indicated that speech/voice regions
in STG/STS encode preferentially acoustic features, which are characteristic for
speech and human vocal sounds, even for synthetic sounds or sounds of other
categories (Moerel et al., 2012; Santoro et al., 2017).
This co-localization of acoustic and higher level effects suggests that these
areas encode both types of information (Giordano et al., 2013) and are the actual
sites of the neural processing that transforms the low-level (acoustic/perceptual)
information into higher level (semantic) sound representations. This view is
consistent with the results of a recent study combining auditory fMRI with
task-optimized deep neural networks (Kell et al., 2018). However, the exact
nature and the computational mechanisms at the basis of this transformation
are still poorly understood.
The aim of the present article is twofold. First, we examined the relation
between real-life sound categories and low level acoustic and perceptual features
through the computational analysis of a rich collection of sounds. We found that
a linear support vector machine (SVM) classifier trained on a relevant set of
sound features (frequency, spectro-temporal modulation pitch and aperiodicity)
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is capable to discriminate between sound categories with high accuracy. Second,
using fMRI encoding at 7 Tesla, we examined whether modeling the highlevel representation of sound category through the linear transformation of
low-level features (as derived from the SVM classifier) improves prediction
of fMRI response patterns to real life sounds in auditory cortex. We found
that embedding this transformation improves prediction accuracy in regions
along the superior temporal gyrus. Our results provide insights on the link
between acoustic and higher level processing of sounds in the human brain
and put forward a simple computational mechanism that the auditory cortex
may use to transform low-level sound representations into higher level semantic
representations.

Materials and Methods
This section describes in detail the methods for deriving a model of the
relation between low level sound representations and sound categories and the
methods for the specific fMRI encoding. Relevant elements of the stimulus set,
experimental procedures and fMRI response estimation are shortly described.
Further details can be found in Santoro et al. (2017) (dataset publicly available
at: https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.np4hs).

Stimulus set
The stimulus set consisted of 288 recordings of natural sounds equally balanced across 6 semantic categories (48 sounds per category, 16 000 Hz sampling
frequency, 1000 ms duration, single sound in silent background). Specifically,
speech sounds included short sentences from male (50%) and female (50%)
speakers. Voice sounds included male, female and child non-speech vocal sounds
(equally distributed, 25%). Animal sounds consisted of cries of several animal
species (i.e. dog, horse, bird). Music sounds consisted of short melodies played
by a single musical instrument (i.e. trumpet, guitar, flute). Nature sounds
included different recordings from natural environments, such as wind, thunder,
rain, etc. Tools class consisted of sounds generated e.g. by scissors, keys, etc.
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Modeling the transformation of low-level features into high-level
semantic representation
We derived a model of the transformation from a low-level (acoustic) to
a high-level (categorical) sound representation using the following procedure.
First, stimuli were modeled based on a set of acoustic and perceptual features
(see Feature-based sound representation). Second, we examined to what extent
linear support vector machine (SVM) classifiers could categorize the sounds
in the stimulus set based on their feature-based representation and on their
original subdivision in six categories (see Sound categorization). Third, given
that this sound categorization was successful, we derived a new categorical sound
representation based on the SVM classifiers used for the sound categorization.
Specifically, we derived the new sound representation as a weighted linear
transformation of the original feature-based sound representation. The weights
of this transformation reflected the discriminative relevance of the features in
the SVM classification (see SVM-based sound representation). We used this
SVM-based sound representation in the fMRI encoding analyses and compared
it to the feature-based sound representation (see FMRI encoding).
Feature-based sound representation
The low level (acoustic) sound representation was based on a set of features
which were extracted according to the following two step procedure. First,
we derived the auditory spectrogram of each sound and the corresponding
modulation content (Chi et al., 2005) with the “NSL Tools” package (available
at http://www.isr.umd.edu/Labs/NSL/Software.htm). Spectrograms were generated using a bank of 128 overlapping bandpass filters with constant Q equally
spaced along a logarithmic frequency axis and covering a range of 5.3 octaves
(from 180 to 7040 Hz). The modulation content of the auditory spectrogram
was then computed through a bank of 2D modulation selective filters tuned
to 15 logarithmically spaced spectral modulation frequencies within the range
Ω = [0.2 ÷ 4] cyc/oct and 15 logarithmically spaced temporal modulation frequencies (15 upward, 15 downward) within the range ω = [2 ÷ 30] Hz. The
filter bank output was computed at each frequency along the tonotopic axis and
then averaged over time. Second, we estimated the perceived pitch and the aperiodic component with the YIN algorithm (de Cheveigné and Kawahara, 2002).
Specifically, for each sound we estimated the distributions of pitch over 128 bins
within the range [50 ÷ 7040] Hz and aperiodicity values over 50 bins within the
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range [0 ÷ 1]. Note that the pitch distribution was obtained by considering only
the more salient f0 values, which we assumed to correspond to a low aperiodic
component (below 0.5). Third, the overall feature-based sound representation
model was obtained by concatenating the spectro-temporal modulation energy
to the frequency spectrum, the pitch and aperiodicity distributions (NF =
756 features). This choice was motivated by the high classification accuracy
obtained for all the categories with respect of other combinations of features
(see Supplementary material for details).
Sound categorization
Given the feature-based representations of the stimulus set (NS ×NF , NS =
number of sounds, NF = number of features), we performed a multi-class classification task (NC = 6 semantic categories) following the one-vs-one approach
(Bishop, 2006), resulting in NT = NC (NC − 1)/2 = 15 classifiers, individually
trained on 72 sounds balanced between two distinct categories (36 sounds per
category). Features were normalized across the stimuli by removing the mean
and dividing by the standard deviation of the training sounds before the learning
phase. The classification performance was then assessed separately for each
trained classifier as the proportion of correctly classified testing sounds (12
sounds per category) averaged over the cross-validations.
SVM-based sound representation
Given a subset of the sounds, which for simplicity we assume to belong to
two categories, training of a linear SVM leads to an optimal decision hyperplane
based on the maximum distance (or margin) between the closest data points
from the two distinct categories (support vectors, Bishop, 2006). Categorization
of a new sound is determined based on the sign of the classification function:
F = x · v + b;

(3.1)

where x is the feature-based sound representation (1 × NF ), v is the vector
orthogonal to the decision hyperplane (NF ×1), “·” denotes the scalar product,
and b is the distance of the hyperplane from the origin. The vector v carries
information about the discriminative power of each feature as it consists of the
weights of the support vectors learned during the training phase. We derived the
categorical sound representation using the value F, which reflects the distance
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of the sound x from the decision hyperplane. Small values correspond to sounds
which are more likely to be confused between two categories.
The one-vs-one approach was associated to a NC × NT “coding matrix”
M ∈ {−1, 0, +1}: the non-zero columns in the n-th row denoted the classifiers
trained with the n-th class and the corresponding sign encoded the classification
rule (Allwein et al., 2000). Based on the information in the coding matrix, we
linearly combined the weights of the classifiers only related to one category at a
time (averaging across the cross-validations). This resulted in a category-specific
set of vectors representing the contribution of features in discriminating sounds
between one class (positive values) and the remaining ones (negative values).
For the encoding procedure, the classification function in Eq. (3.1) was
used to project the representation of all the sounds in the stimulus set onto the
feature weight vector v (NF ×1) of each classifier. As a result, each sound was
represented by a collection of NT values whose amplitude and sign reflected the
category membership. This stimulus representation was referred to as SVM
model and its NT = 15 parameters were used as model predictors, whereas
the stimulus representation model based on modeling sounds by the extracted
acoustic and perceptual features (756 predictors in total, see above) was referred
to as Acoustic model.

Experimental procedures and fMRI responses estimation
Five healthy subjects participated to the study (median age = 27 years,
two males). Subjects reported no history of hearing disorder or neurological
disease, and gave informed consent before commencement of the measurements.
The Ethical Committee of the Faculty of Psychology and Neuroscience at
Maastricht granted approval for the study. Procedures followed the principles
expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent was obtained from
each participant before conducting the experiments.
Stimuli were divided in 4 non-overlapping sets that equally represented the
semantic categories (72 sounds per set, 12 per semantic category). The subjects
underwent two scanning sessions, each consisting of 6 runs. Per session, 2
sound sets were repeated in 3 runs and each stimulus was presented 3 times
across runs. FMRI time series were acquired according to a fast event-related
design (TR = 2600 ms; TA = 1200 ms; TE = 19 ms; GRAPPA acceleration
X2; partial Fourier 6/8; voxel size = 1.5 × 1.5 × 1.5mm3 ; silent gap = 1400 ms).
Sounds were presented in the silent gap between acquisitions with a randomly
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assigned inter-stimulus interval of 2, 3 or 4 TRs. The data was preprocessed with
BrainVoyager QX (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, the Netherlands; temporal
high pass filter and 3D motion correction) and sampled in Talairach space. For
each voxel, the hemodynamic response function (HRF) common to all stimuli
was estimated via a deconvolution analysis in which all stimuli were treated as
a single condition. The fMRI responses to the stimuli (beta weights) were then
computed by using the estimated HRF with one predictor per sound (Kay et al.,
2008). A 4-fold cross validation across the 4 stimulus sets was implemented.
The HRF was estimated using the training data only and beta weights were
computed separately for training and testing sounds. Further analyses were
performed on voxels with a significant positive response to the training sounds
(p < 0.05, uncorrected) within an anatomically defined mask, which included
Heschl’s gyrus (HG), planum polare (PP), planum temporale (PT), and superior
temporal gyrus and sulcus (STG/STS).
FMRI encoding
For each voxel i, we expressed the fMRI responses yi (NS ×1) to the stimulus
set as a linear transformation of the model parameters F (NS×NP , NP = number
of predictors) plus a noise term n:
yStrain ,i = FStrain wi + n.

(3.2)

The overall voxel feature profile wi (NP ×1) was computed solving Eq. (3.2)
with kernel ridge regression (Bishop, 2006; Hoerl and Kennard, 1970). The
regularization parameter was determined independently for each voxel by generalized cross validation (Golub et al., 1979). The estimated voxels’ weights were
then used to compute the predicted fMRI responses to the testing sounds as
follows:
ŷStest ,i = FStest wi .

(3.3)

The model parameters and the fMRI responses were normalized by removing the
mean and dividing by the standard deviation across the training stimuli. The
mean and standard deviation of the training data were used to normalize the test
data. These operations were performed following a 4-fold cross-validation scheme
based on the same approach adopted to estimate the HRF. When considering
the SVM model, each binary classifier (and thus each of the predictors NP
in the representation F) was trained using only the training stimuli of each
cross-validation (216 sounds, 36 per category). The encoding analyses were
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performed with both the SVM and the Acoustic representation models, whose
model parameters F consisted of 15 and 756 predictors respectively (see above).
Prediction accuracy maps
The method adopted to derive the cortical maps of voxels’ prediction accuracy
and to perform the voxel-based model comparison on the group surface follows
the approach described in (De Angelis et al., 2018). Shortly, we estimated the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient between measured and predicted fMRI responses
to the testing stimuli independently for each voxel. The individual 3D volume
maps were averaged over the 4 cross validations (Fisher transform/inverse
transform was applied before/after the average), projected on the corresponding
cortical surfaces and smoothed (filter width = 3 vertices). The single-subject
cortical surfaces and corresponding maps were then aligned through the Cortex
Based Alignment (CBA) procedure (Goebel et al., 2006).
Significance of the contrast between the Acoustic and SVM models was
assessed by performing a group random-effects non parametric test. The
test statistic was defined as the group average of the individual difference
d = rSVM − rAcoustic for each vertex. The null distribution was derived by
changing the sign for a randomly selected subset of subjects and re-computing
the test statistic for all possible permutations of sign change (2N ). The p value
was then estimated as the proportion of values in the null distribution equal
or higher than the observed mean difference. Data of the two hemispheres
were pooled together and a cluster size threshold procedure was performed
(Forman et al., 1995). The cluster-level false-positive rate was estimated for
each permutation using an initial vertex-level threshold set to p = 0.2. The
minimum cluster size threshold which yielded a cluster-level false-positive rate
(alpha) of 5% was then applied to the statistical maps. Significance was assessed
on the Fisher transformed data.
Category identification accuracy
The prediction accuracy maps estimated with the SVM model provided
an overall measure of how a linear transformation of the low-level features
was encoded in the cortical fMRI activity. Specifically, as each of the model
parameters was obtained through a binary linear SVM classifier, the accuracy
values represented a measure of voxels’ overall capability to discriminate two
classes. To measure voxels’ performance in discriminating a specific category
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from the remaining ones we estimated also the category identification on the
test sounds. For each voxel we computed a set of 6 predictions, each obtained by
selecting the subset of model predictors (and voxel weights) that allow to classify
one category. We re-computed the predicted responses to all the test sounds
using these category-specific model combinations (Eq. (3.3)). Predictions
were compared to the corresponding original measured responses through the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient across the voxels. Results were concatenated in
a correlation matrix R (NC ×NS ) whose rows represented the iteration for one
class at a time.
The capability of the SVM model to correctly identify the category of each
sound s in the stimulus set from the fMRI responses was estimated as the
normalized rank m of the correlation coefficient:
mS = 1 −

rank(rS ) − 1
.
NC − 1

(3.4)

The overall category identification accuracy was obtained as the within-class
average of ms across the 4 cross-validations and subjects.
Within-class sound identification analysis
A second comparison between the SVM and Acoustic models was performed
at the single-sound level with the aim to assess models’ effectiveness in distinguishing stimuli within the same category. The measured fMRI data were
compared to the whole set of predicted fMRI responses using the Pearson’s
correlation coefficient. For each sound we then estimated the normalized rank
m of the correlation (as computed in Eq. (3.4)) only with respect to the sounds
of the corresponding class (NC = number of testing sounds of each category).

Results
Category-specific feature profiles
We derived a first characterization of the sound categories as the within class
mean of the extracted acoustic and perceptual features. This operation provided
a useful overview of the consistency and variation of the sound features for
each class. Results in Figure 3.1 show that the overall energy of speech sounds
was distributed across a wide range of spectral scales, peaking at low temporal
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modulations (< 9 Hz) and low frequencies (< 800 Hz). The pitch varied between
100 and 200 Hz (male/female speakers) and the aperiodicity distribution was
skewed to low values, reflecting the harmonic structure of the sounds. The
distributions of temporal modulation energy and aperiodicity obtained for voice
sounds were similar to those of speech, whereas the spectral modulation energy
resulted slightly different, as it mostly ranged within higher values (between
0.6 and 4 cyc/oct). The frequency spectrum and the pitch distribution, instead,
resulted shifted towards highest frequency values due to the influence of the child
voices. For animal sounds most of the energy resulted at low rates (< 9 Hz),
low scales (< 0.6 cyc/oct) and medium/high frequencies (> 800 Hz). The pitch
variation across the stimuli was broadly spread along the frequency range and the
aperiodicity distribution resulted centered at low values. The spectro-temporal
modulation energy of music sounds was centered at high-scales (between 1.4
and 4 cyc/oct) and low-rates (< 6 Hz). The frequency content varied over the
entire frequency range, whereas pitch variation was limited at low/medium
frequency (< 1000 Hz). The aperiodicity distribution peaked at low values with
a maximum across categories. Nature sounds contained relatively lower spectrotemporal modulation energy, with a maximum at high-scales (> 1 cyc/oct) and
high-rates (> 8 Hz). Frequency mostly varied below 2000 Hz with very low
pitch values (< 200 Hz). The aperiodicity distribution peaked at medium values
(around 0.4), reflecting the high inharmonic component of the sounds. The
energy of tools sounds resulted centered at low scales (< 0.5 cyc/oct), low rates
(< 9 Hz) and medium/high frequencies (> 500 Hz). Similarly to nature sounds,
pitch mostly varied at low frequencies (< 200 Hz), with a high inharmonic
component.

Sound category classification based on linear SVM
We then trained linear SVM classifiers to categorize the sounds based on the
described acoustic sound representation. Figure 3.2A reports the classification
accuracy of the SVM model for each of the binary classifiers (left panel) and
the category-specific overall accuracy (right panel). The lower accuracy was
obtained when discriminating between animal and tool sounds, whereas the
highest values corresponded to the speech vs nature classifier.
The overall category-specific classification accuracy (Fig. 3.2A, right panel)
was above 0.8 for all the categories (speech: 0.95; voice: 0.88; animal: 0.86; music:
0.87; nature: 0.93; tools: 0.82; mean [SEM] = 0.88 [0.02]), with the highest
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Figure 3.1: Category-specific feature profiles obtained as the within-class mean amplitude. Positive/negative temporal modulation rates refer to the downward/upward
frequency sweeps respectively. Each subset of features was normalized to the maximum
value across categories.
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values for speech and nature sounds. A comparison between the Acoustic and
SVM representation models of the testing sounds using multidimensional scaling
showed that by representing the sounds using the discriminative features (right
panel in Figure 3.2B) the distance between the two classes increases compared
to the representation in the original acoustic space (Figure 3.2B left).

Figure 3.2: (A) Classification accuracy of the obtained for the feature-based sound
representation. (B) Multidimensional scaling of the stimulus set for the Acoustic and
SVM-based representation models of the testing stimuli.

Category-specific feature weights
In this study we modeled the transformation of low-level features into
high-level semantic representation of natural sounds as a linear transformation
of a subset of relevant acoustic and perceptual features, whose weights were
estimated through linear SVMs classifiers. The estimated weights consisted of
the discriminative features that maximized the distance between two classes.
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We obtained a measure of the power of each feature in discriminating each
category as the relevant (i.e. by using the coding matrix M) linear combination
of the weights (see Materials and methods). Positive values denoted the features
that are informative for the identification of one class, whereas negative values
represented features relevant to identify one of the remaining classes.
As shown by the overall category-specific discriminative feature weights in Fig.
3.3, the discriminative features for speech sounds were the downward temporal
modulations within the range [3÷9] Hz broadly distributed along the scale axis,
low frequency/pitch (< 200 Hz) and very low/high aperiodicity. For the voice
category, instead, the most discriminative features were temporal modulations
narrowly centered on lower rates (< 3 Hz) and spectral scales between 0.2 and
1.4 cyc/oct. Additionally, the frequency profile showed the main peaks within
the range [200÷400] Hz and around 1000 Hz and the highly discriminative pitch
values ranged between 200 and 400 Hz. The distribution of aperiodicity showed
mainly negative peaks. The most discriminative spectro-temporal modulations
for animal stimuli were centered on low scales (< 1.4 cyc/oct) and low rates
(< 8 Hz, downward direction). The characteristic frequency values were included
within the range [800 ÷ 1700] Hz and around 3500 Hz. Pitch varied from
100 Hz up to the highest frequencies and the aperiodicity distribution showed
positive peaks at both low and high values. For music sounds, the discriminative
spectro-temporal modulations were quasi-symmetrically tuned to the high-scale
(> 1.4 cyc/oct) low-rate (< 4 Hz) region. In addition, a second peak on the
low-scale (< 0.6 cyc/oct) high-rate (> 4 Hz, downward direction) area was
observed. The most discriminative frequency values were mostly distributed
above 1000 Hz. The highest positive pitch values ranged from low frequencies
up to around 800 Hz and the aperiodicity distribution was centered on low
values. Discriminative weights for nature sounds were characterized by high
temporal modulations (> 9 Hz) covering a wide range of spectral modulations
(> 0.6 cyc/oct), low pitch (< 200 Hz) and high aperiodicity values. Tools, instead,
resulted discriminated mainly by high spectral modulations (> 0.6 cyc/oct)
over the high-rate area (> 15 Hz, upward direction), high frequency values
(> 2000 Hz), pitch distributed over the whole frequency range and aperiodicity
values mainly above 0.4.
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Figure 3.3: Overall category-specific feature weights. Each row reports the representation of a single category in the SVM model feature space. High positive amplitude
values indicate the characteristic features for the corresponding category. Negative values, instead, denote features belonging to one of the remaining categories. Amplitudes
were normalized to the maximum value in the whole feature set. Positive/negative
temporal modulation rates refer to the downward/upward frequency sweeps.

FMRI encoding and prediction accuracy maps
To determine where, in the human auditory cortex, the transformation of
acoustic and perceptual sound features is encoded we derived cortical maps of
voxels’ prediction accuracy. In addition, we investigated the existence of cortical
regions where this transformation explained the cortical fMRI responses more
accurately than a low-level feature based sound representation model.
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For both the models, maps of prediction accuracy were obtained by estimating the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between measured and predicted
fMRI responses of the test stimuli independently for each voxel and at the
single-subject level. Individual maps were then projected onto an inflated
reconstruction of the group auditory cortex (see Materials and methods).
Figure 3.4B shows that the SVM-modeled transformation provided the
highest prediction accuracy of the fMRI responses in the bilateral STG and
STS. Similar results were observed for the Acoustic model, which yielded high
accuracy values also in the medial areas surrounding the HG (Fig. 3.4C). The
difference maps in Fig. 3.4D-E revealed that the two models outperformed
each other into two different localized cortical regions: the STG/STS for the
SVM model and the medial areas surrounding the HG for the Acoustic model.
Our results suggest a lateralization of the significance of the two models, with
significant (after cluster-based correction) effects of the SVM model in the
right hemisphere only and significant effects for the Acoustic model in the left
hemisphere. However, these results may depend mostly on the alignment across
subjects, as the statistics are performed only on voxels active in all the included
subjects. The poor overlap of the voxels in STS is highlighted in Fig. 3.5.

Category identification accuracy
We assessed the capability to identify the categories of the testing sounds
from the fMRI response patterns predicted by the SVM model. The category
identification accuracy was computed as the normalized rank of the correlation
coefficient between each measured response and the related prediction obtained
with the subset of model predictors of one class at a time (see Materials and
methods for more details). Accuracy was estimated separately within two distinct
anatomically-defined regions identified based on the significant differences at the
voxel-level between the SVM and Acoustic models (Fig. 3.4). Specifically, these
two regions respectively consisted of the joint STG-STS and the combination of
HG, PT and PP (Fig. 3.5A).
Within the STG/STS (Fig. 3.5B) the identification accuracy was significantly
higher than chance (0.5) at the group level for all the categories except for
animal sounds (speech: p = 0.03; voice: p = 0.03; animal: p = 0.06; music:
p = 0.03; nature: p = 0.03; tools : p = 0.03, one-tailed signed rank test). The
highest accuracy was obtained for speech (mean [SEM] = 0.95 [0.02]), followed
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Figure 3.4: (A) Anatomy of the inflated representation of the group cortical surface.
(B,C) Group maps of voxels’ prediction accuracy obtained with the SVM and Acoustic
models respectively. Maps were obtained by color-coding active voxels in at least 3
out of the 5 analyzed subjects (D) Difference maps showing the contrast between
the SVM and Acoustic model. Orange-yellow [blue-green] correspond to the higher
performance of the SVM [acoustic] model. (E) Difference maps thresholded with a 5%
cluster-level false positive rate. The white dashed lines denote the significant clusters.
The black lines indicate HG.
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by music (mean [SEM] = 0.73 [0.04]), voice (mean [SEM] = 0.66 [0.03]), tools
(mean [SEM] = 0.62 [0.02]), nature (mean [SEM] = 0.52 [0.02]) and animal
sounds (mean [SEM] = 0.52 [0.03]).
In the HG/PT/PP (Fig. 3.5B) the identification accuracy was not significantly higher than chance for voice and animal sounds only (speech: p = 0.03;
voice: p = 0.3; animal: p = 0.7; music: p = 0.03; nature: p = 0.03; tools:
p = 0.03, one-tailed signed rank test). We observed lower accuracy values
for speech (mean [SEM] = 0.79 [0.01]), music (mean [SEM] = 0.66 [0.04]) voice
(mean [SEM] = 0.48 [0.01]) and animal sounds (mean [SEM] = 0.46 [0.01]),
whereas the identification accuracy of nature sounds increased (mean [SEM] =
0.60 [0.04]) and that of tools remained stable (mean [SEM] = 0.61 [0.02]).

Within-category sound identification accuracy
To determine the degree of acoustic information preserved by the representations encoded by the SVM model, we considered the within-class sound identification of the SVM and compared it to the Acoustic model (see Materials and methods). The two models were compared at the group level (paired two-tailed t-test)
within the STG/STS and HG/PT/PP (Figure 3.6). Within the STG/STS, we
did not observe significant differences between the two models for speech (Acoustic: mean [SEM] = 0.53 [0.007]; SVM: mean [SEM] = 0.52 [0.003]; p = 0.4),
music (Acoustic: mean [SEM] = 0.62 [0.008]; SVM: mean [SEM] = 0.62 [0.011];
p = 0.7) and nature (Acoustic: mean [SEM] = 0.53 [0.013]; SVM: mean [SEM] =
0.52 [0.008]; p = 0.3) sounds, whereas significant differences were obtained for
voice (Acoustic: mean [SEM] = 0.62 [0.018], SVM: mean [SEM] = 0.57 [0.017];
p = 0.01), animal (Acoustic: mean [SEM] = 0.64 [0.016], SVM: mean [SEM] =
0.55 [0.019]; p = 8 · 10−4 ) and tools (Acoustic: mean [SEM] = 0.63 [0.015]; SVM:
mean [SEM] = 0.60 [0.016]; p = 0.02). Outside the STG/STS region both
the models provided higher accuracy values for all the categories. Furthermore, the Acoustic model outperformed the SVM model for voice (Acoustic:
mean [SEM] = 0.71 [0.017]; SVM:mean [SEM] = 0.63 [0.028]; p = 0.005), animal (Acoustic: mean [SEM] = 0.70 [0.026]; SVM: mean [SEM] = 0.62 [0.029];
p = 2 · 10−4 ), music (Acoustic: mean [SEM] = 0.74 [0.014]; SVM: mean [SEM] =
0.70 [0.022]; p = 0.03), nature (Acoustic: mean [SEM] = 0.67 [0.013]; SVM:
mean [SEM] = 0.63 [0.012]; p = 6 · 10−4 ) and tools (Acoustic: mean [SEM] =
0.72 [0.023]; SVM: mean [SEM] = 0.65 [0.022]; p = 0.002). Such differences,
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Figure 3.5: (A) Group map showing the anatomically-defined regions identified based
on the significant differences at the voxel-level between the SVM and Acoustic models.
Black dotted lines denote the HG. (B) Category identification accuracy of the SVM
model (mean ± SEM). Bars denote the within-class average of the single sound category
identification accuracy.
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instead, did not emerge for speech sounds (Acoustic: mean [SEM] = 0.58 [0.012];
SVM: mean [SEM] = 0.56 [0.019]; p = 0.1). Both the SVM and Acoustic models
performed above chance level (0.5) within the STG/STS and HG/PT/PP for
all the categories (p = 0.03, one-sided sign rank test).

Figure 3.6: Within-class sound identification analysis results for the SVM and Acoustic
models (mean ± SEM). Bars indicate the within-class mean of the computed accuracy.

Discussion
The aim of this study was to investigate the computational mechanisms for
deriving high-level semantic sound representations (category) from low-level
sound features and where, in the human auditory cortex, such mechanisms
are encoded. We modeled the low-to-high level transformation as a linear
transformation of a set of relevant acoustic and perceptual features, whose
weights were determined through linear SVMs. The performance of this model
(which was referred to as SVM model) was first assessed based on its ability to
classify sounds (without considering its encoding in fMRI responses) and then
based on how well it could predict the fMRI responses of novel sounds through
a linearized encoding approach Naselaris et al., 2011). Moreover, by considering
both the category identification accuracy and the within class identification
accuracy of the SVM model we also evaluated which part of the variance in the
fMRI signal this model predicts.
Our stimulus set consisted of a collection of natural sounds balanced across
6 semantic categories: speech (male and female speakers), human non-speech
vocalizations (male, female and child), animal cries, musical instruments, naturalistic scenes and tool sounds.
The simple, discriminative linear models investigated here could accurately
categorize natural sounds, suggesting a weighted linear combination of acous72
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tic/perceptual features as a potential mechanism for deriving categorical information from the low level sound representations. In fact, the classification
accuracy was above 80% for all the sound categories. For speech, voice and
music sounds we observed consistency between the features carrying the highest
energy and their corresponding discriminative power. This was less evident for
the remaining categories, indicating that for nature, animal and tool sounds
the distribution of acoustic values across sounds was more variable around their
mean.
In fMRI, encoding approaches allow the investigation of the nature of the
computations performed by single voxels, and have been used to compare
representation models across different temporal cortical regions (de Heer et
al., 2017; Kell et al., 2018; Santoro et al., 2014). The results of our fMRI
encoding analysis showed that a linear combination of the acoustic features (the
SVM model) predicted the responses to novel sounds and that the predicted
fMRI patterns allowed identifying the corresponding category from the brain
responses. Single voxel predictions obtained with the SVM model reached the
highest accuracy in the STG/STS. These same STG/STS regions and secondary
anterior regions have been often denoted as speech/voice and music selective
areas in humans (Belin et al., 2000; Fecteau et al., 2004; Leaver and Rauschecker,
2010; Lewis, 2005; Norman-Haignere et al., 2015; Warren et al., 2006) and
macaque monkeys (Petkov et al., 2008). Our results suggest that (in a first
approximation) a simple linear combination of the acoustics can explain this
mechanism and be at the basis of observations from previous studies. Note,
however, that responses in the STG/STS were predicted accurately also by
a model representing stimuli by their low-level acoustic/perceptual features
(Acoustic model), in spite of a slightly but significantly lower performance
compared to the SVM model.
To better understand the nature of the differences between the SVM and
the Acoustic model, we thus considered a different analysis based on the withinclass sound identification accuracy. In this analysis the larger between-category
acoustic differences are removed and thus the results reflect finer-grained acoustic
differences between sounds. In the HG/PT/PP the Acoustic model always
reached higher within-class sound identification accuracy compared to the SVM
model (significantly for all classes except speech). In the STG/STS the two
models performed similarly and in particular closer to chance level for speech
and nature sounds. For all other categories, the acoustic model reached higher
within-class identification accuracy also in the STG/STS.
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This pattern of results may be explained by the differences in the single
voxel (and pattern) characteristics of the fMRI responses across the temporal
regions and the metrics used for model comparison. When prediction accuracy
is estimated based on the responses to a large number of stimuli coming from
different categories, (as we do here, see also Kell et al., 2018), the variance in
the signal due to the mean response difference between categories is a prevailing
factor and relevant for the selection of a model over another. Our results show
that - with a metric that includes all sound categories - prediction accuracy
was highest in STG/STS regions, where the responses were predicted by the
SVM model better than the Acoustic model. This is consistent with the reports
of preferential categorical responses in these regions, which reflect the mean
response differences between sound categories. It also indicates that the proposed
SVM model captures this portion of signal variance better than the Acoustic
model.
When considering the metric based on within category variance, instead,
prediction accuracy was consistently higher in HG/PT/PP and responses were
predicted better by the Acoustic model. This is consistent with the notion
that in the HG/PT/PP regions the variance of the fMRI responses reflects
the acoustical differences across sounds more than the mean differences across
categories. Importantly, for all sound categories except speech and nature, the
within-category identification accuracy was significantly above chance also in
STG/STS regions, which suggests that fine-grained acoustic information is still
present in these regions.
Taken together, these considerations thus indicate that the investigated
models may explain two distinct components of the same fMRI responses to
natural sounds: the differences in mean response across categories (SVM model)
and the within categories acoustic differences between sound (Acoustic model).
Both these components are present across the entire auditory cortex, although
their relative contribution to the measured signals differs in the various auditory
regions. While here we examined this acoustic and category information in two
separate models, future efforts should focus on deriving transformations that
combine these information levels, i.e. on transformations that separate sound
categories while preserving the sound acoustic identity and uniqueness. For
speech sounds, which are acoustically very similar, more sensitive multivariate
(decoding) approaches (Santoro et al., 2017) as well as alternative models based
on semantic information may be necessary for this task (de Heer et al., 2017).
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Feature-based representation models and classification of natural
sounds
We derived 7 sound representation models in total, each identified by a
specific combination of the extracted features. Two models respectively consisted
of the representation of each sound by the 3D frequency specific spectro-temporal
modulations (scale-rate-frequency, SRF model) and the concatenation of the
two distributions of pitch and aperiodicity values (PA model). The 3D SRF
model was then collapsed over the frequency dimension obtaining a sound
representation consisting of only the 2D spectro-temporal modulation plane
(scale-rate, SR model). The SR model was concatenated to the marginalized
frequency profile (SR-F model), to both pitch and aperiodicity distributions
(SR-PA model) and to all the three profiles (SR-F-PA model). In addition,
we considered a model consisting of the concatenation of the SRF and the PA
models (SRF-PA model).
We evaluated models’ classification accuracy based on the performance of
the linear SVMs classifiers. For each single model, the classification accuracy
was estimated as the proportion of correctly classified testing sounds. This
procedure was implemented based on the 4-fold cross-validation scheme adopted
in the fMRI experiment (see above) and the accuracy of each classifier was
averaged across the cross-validations. The best performing model was then
selected based on the highest overall classification accuracy (average over the
all trained classifiers).
Classification performance
Figure 3.S1 reports the category-specific classification accuracy obtained
by training the linear SVMs with all the sound representation models. The
frequency specific spectro-temporal modulation model had an overall performance similar to that obtained when concatenated to the pitch and aperiodicity
distributions for all the categories (SRF and SRF-PA models respectively,
mean [SEM] = 0.87 [0.02]). The spectro-temporal modulation mode, obtained
by collapsing the SRF model along the frequency axis, provided lower accuracy values (SR model, mean [SEM] = 0.83 [0.03]), especially for voice, animal
and tools categories. The combination of the SR model to the marginalized
frequency spectrum increased the performance for all the categories (SR-F
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model, mean [SEM] = 0.86 [0.02]). The lowest overall classification accuracy was
obtained when using the pitch and aperiodicity distributions alone (PA model,
mean [SEM] = 0.81 [0.02]), although they largely improved the performance of
the SR model (SR-PA model, mean [SEM] = 0.88 [0.02]). The combination of
the PA model to the SR-F model provided the highest overall performance
(SR-F-PA model, mean [SEM] = 0.88 [0.02]), although it was slightly lower than
that of the SR-PA model for animal and music sounds. Interestingly, all the
classifiers provided the highest accuracy for speech and nature sounds.
These results showed that the selected features are relevant in the classification task of the natural sounds and that different combinations do not
significantly improve the performance of the classifier. The SR-F-PA model
provided the highest classification performance at both the single category
and global levels. Therefore, we considered this model as the most reasonable
to characterize natural sound categories through low-level sound features and
referred to it as SVM model.

Figure 3.S1: Category-specific classification accuracy obtained by training the linear
SVMs for all the sound representation models.
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Abstract
In complex acoustic scenarios humans and other animal species have the
capability to organize the competing sounds into perceptually distinct auditory
streams. Mechanisms for the analysis of acoustic scene elements, as well as
previous knowledge of the sound sources properties learned from previous experience, aid this process of stream formation. But the exact neural computations
underlying the processing of auditory scenes remain poorly understood.
Computational models operating under the same constraints and limitations
as the (human) brain can provide a deeper understanding of how the acoustic
environment is analyzed. In this study we specifically investigated the contribution of prior knowledge/expectations to the formation of auditory streams
by assessing the performance of a biologically-inspired computational model of
scene analysis over a large variety of real-life sound scenes (concurrent speech
and music-speech mixtures).
Our results showed that complementing the processing of acoustic and
perceptual features with mechanisms accounting for prior knowledge of the
sources improved the capability of the model in segregating the competing
sounds into distinct streams. Moreover, we observed a preference of the model
in segregating speech compared to music.
This study provides a first insight in explaining the contribution of prior
knowledge and acoustic/perceptual attributes to the processing of complex
real-life scenes.
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Introduction
In our everyday life we are continuously exposed to sounds produced by
distinct sources and simultaneously reaching our ears in the form of mixtures. In
such complex scenarios, we can distinguish between the concurrent sounds and
selectively attend to a specific one. The human brain organizes the incoming
sound mixtures into distinct perceptual representations (or streams). Such
mechanism, known as Auditory Scene Analysis (ASA), is driven by a bottom-up
(or primitive) grouping of sounds’ acoustic features based on common properties,
under the top-down (or schema based ) influence of prior experience or knowledge
(Bregman, 1990).
The neural correlates of ASA have been extensively investigated over the
past years (Christison-Lagay et al., 2015; Snyder and Elhilali, 2017). Neurophysiological recordings in animals support the hypothesis that the perceptual
organization of sounds into different auditory streams originates from the activation of distinct neural populations (“population separation” theory) at the
subcortical (Pressnitzer et al., 2008) and cortical (Fishman et al., 2004, 2001;
Micheyl et al., 2005) level. The population separation hypothesis, thus, can be
interpreted as a place code such that the separation of the streams depends on
the spatial separation of the active populations (Christison-Lagay et al., 2015).
However, this may be not sufficient in explaining the auditory streaming
process in the case of spectro-temporal overlap between the sources. Further
studies, in fact, refer to the “temporal coherence” as a relevant guiding principle
of auditory streaming, by which different sounds are streamed together if the
elicited responses of (distinct) neural populations are coherent in time (Elhilali
et al., 2009; Shamma et al., 2011).
This temporal coherence theory is central in several biologically-inspired
computational models of ASA (Computational Auditory Scene Analysis, CASA,
Wang and Brown, 2006). Neural populations are represented as feature selective
filters tuned to different combinations of acoustic and perceptual sound attributes
(i.e. frequency, spectro-temporal modulations, pitch) and the organization
into auditory streams is determined by the detected (or predicted) temporal
coherence across the filters outputs (Elhilali and Shamma, 2008; Krishnan et al.,
2014; Teki et al., 2013; Thakur et al., 2015).
In this context, the higher level mechanisms (such as prior knowledge
and/or attention) can be integrated as complementary operations that actively
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contribute to the auditory streaming process, i.e. by modulating the population
feature selectivity (Shamma et al., 2011).
The efficacy of these computational models based on temporal coherence
has been tested over synthetic stimuli and realistic acoustic scenarios; however
the analysis of real-life scenes other than speech mixtures remains poorly
investigated. Moreover, it remains unclear the extent to which including the
prior knowledge as a modulatory mechanism influences the formation of the
auditory streams.
The aim of this study was to investigate - in the context of a biologicallyinspired computational model of ASA (designed based on Elhilali and Shamma,
2008; Krishnan et al., 2014) - how prior knowledge operates in processing realistic
sound mixtures and to provide a quantitative description of the contribution of
such information to the model’s performance.
Prior knowledge was here implemented as an additional operation aimed
at improving the segregation of sources. This operation was introduced as
the modulation of the feature selectivity through a set of weights learned a
priori from the acoustic properties of the sources, based on the hypothesis that
the learned properties of the stimuli are stored in long-term memory neural
populations (Weinberger, 2004). A second alternative model was instead based
on the differences between the incoming mixture and the expectations built over
a short-term memory determined by the cortical temporal dynamics (Elhilali
and Shamma, 2008).
Our results, obtained by assessing the performance of the model over a large
variety of real-life sound scenes (including concurrent speech and speech-music
mixtures) showed that embedding this information improves the performance
of the model, especially for speech mixtures.

Materials and Methods
Sounds
The model was tested over a collection of sound mixtures obtained from the
stimulus set adopted in Hausfeld et al., 2018. The original sound set contained
music and speech. Music consisted of 25 1 min excerpts of electronic music
pieces; speech included 65 excerpts of two German audiobooks (“Oma lässt
grüssen und sagt, es tut ihr leid” by Fredrick Backmann and “Das Nebelhaus”
by Eric Berg, male and female speaker respectively, 1 min duration).
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We identified the music sounds characterized by regular background music
and divided the selected sounds into a subset of 4 s stimuli (the duration was
set long enough to consider the slowest temporal dynamics of the rate filters,
see below). This resulted in 66 music sounds in total, with 48% of the sounds
including a regular beat pattern. We then selected the same number of 4 s speech
sounds for both male and female speaker. This resulted in 198 sounds in total
that were summed together in order to create three types of real-life acoustic
scenes: Male - Female speakers, Music - Male speaker and Music - Female speaker.
Sounds were downsampled to 8000 Hz and the energy level was equalized (root
mean square, RMS) before the sum.
Architecture of the model
The overall design of the proposed model was based on the algorithm
described in (Elhilali and Shamma, 2008), implemented through the “NSL Tools”
package (Chi et al., 2005, available at http://www.isr.umd.edu/Labs/NSL/
Software.htm) and customized Matlab code (The MathWorks Inc.). In this
section we provide a detailed description of the architecture of the model, with a
focus on the changes that were introduced with respect of the methods described
in (Elhilali and Shamma, 2008).
The model consisted of two main stages connected in series: the spectral
analysis stage and the temporal analysis and grouping stage. The first one
performs two parallel operations on the spectrogram of the sound mixture: 1)
template matching and 2) multi-scale analysis. The resulting outputs serve
as the input for the second block where a multi-rate analysis captures the
temporal regularities of the extracted features at different temporal resolutions
and, subsequently, a clustering algorithm groups the features into distinct
auditory objects (streams). The overall model described here was referred to as
Spectro-Temporal model (Fig. 4.1).
Auditory spectrogram and spectral analysis
The aim of the Spectral analysis block was to extract a group of features
distinguishing sounds in an auditory scene, such as pitch height, pitch strength
(or salience) and spectral scale energy (Shamma et al., 2011). This stage
consisted of two parallel operations: the template-matching and the multi-scale
analysis (Elhilali and Shamma, 2008; Shamma and Klein, 2000), both performed
on the auditory spectrogram of the sound mixture. The auditory spectrogram
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Figure 4.1: Architecture of the Spectro-Temporal model. The Spectral analysis stage consists of a template matching and a multi-scale
analysis performed in parallel on the auditory spectrogram of the sound mixture. In the Temporal analysis and grouping stage a real-time
multi-rate analysis integrates the temporal structure of the incoming features processed at different temporal resolutions within a time
segment defined by the cortical dynamics. A clustering algorithm is then applied in order to group the frequency channels into two distinct
streams based on their pitch and spectro-temporal properties.
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s(t, f ) was estimated by passing the sound mixture through a bank of 128
overlapping bandpass filters with constant Q, equally spaced along a logarithmic
frequency axis (Chi et al., 2005). The frequency range covered 5.3 octaves
(between 90 and 3600 Hz); the temporal resolution was set to 8 ms duration for
each time point.
We performed the template matching operation by computing the correlation
between each time bin of the sound spectrogram s(ti , f ) and a set of harmonic
templates estimated a priori through the following two-step procedure (Figure
4.2). First, given a fundamental frequency (f0 ) in the range of the auditory
spectrogram, we generated the harmonic complex as the sum of sinusoids (1 s
duration, zero phase) whose characteristic frequencies were integer multiple
of f0 (de Cheveigné, 2005). Second, we computed the corresponding signal
spectrogram and averaged it over time. The result represented the spectrum
of a harmonic sound with a pitch corresponding to the related f0 value. The
overall set of templates was obtained by repeating this operation for all the
frequencies included in the range of the sound spectrogram.
The instantaneous correlation between the input spectrogram s(ti , f ) and
the entire set of templates provided a measure of the salience of all the possible
pitch values within the frequency range of the spectrogram. Specifically, the
higher the correlation, the more the signal was similar to a harmonic sound
eliciting a salient pitch at that corresponding f0 . The best matching template
was then multiplied point-by-point to the input time bin of the spectrogram
in order to enhance the frequency channels related to the sound source with
the most salient pitch. The harmonic structure of the mixture changes across
time (i.e. onsets/offsets) and, thus, the salience of the concurrent sounds might
evolve differently. As a result, distinct sources might be enhanced/suppressed
in two distinct time points (see example in Fig. 4.2).
In parallel, the same section of the sound spectrogram s(ti , f ) was passed
through a multi-scale spectral wavelet analysis (Chi et al., 2005) performed
as the convolution with a bank of complex-valued spectral modulation filters
tuned to M = 6 distinct scale values (Ω = [0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8] cyc/oct).
The overall output of the spectral analysis block at each time point ti was
obtained by concatenating the outcome of the template matching operation to
that of the multi-scale analysis. This resulted in a set of M+1 different versions
of the input spectrogram: the spectral-modulation energy at 6 scales plus the
pitch-based representation.
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Figure 4.2: Example of template matching. (A) At each time point a time slice of the
sound mixture is compared to a set of harmonic templates. (B) The best matching
template is selected and used to mask the input time slice of the spectrogram to
enhance the corresponding frequency channels. (C) The result of this operation is a
spectrogram showing the channels corresponding to the most salient pitch at each
time point.

Temporal analysis and grouping
In the second stage of the model the processing of the temporal structure
of the incoming features was implemented as a real-time multi-rate temporal
analysis. Cortical temporal dynamics were modeled as an array of temporal modulation selective filters tuned to N = 4 distinct rate values (ω = [2, 4, 8, 16] Hz).
At each time point ti the temporal filters processed the past temporal structure
of the incoming features (spectral-modulation energy, pitch) within a specific
temporal window whose length was defined according to the corresponding
characteristic time constant (τn = 1/ωn ) (Elhilali and Shamma, 2008; Krishnan
et al., 2014). The resulting cortical state was then integrated from ti − τn
to ti and the temporal window shifted one step forward. This resulted in an
iterative estimation of 2N cortical states for each feature, where 2 is due to
the directionality of the filters (sensitivity to upward and downward frequency
sweeps).
The last block of the model aimed at obtaining two distinct auditory objects
(or streams) based on the spectral and temporal similarities of the extracted
features. Specifically, the extracted pitch and spectro-temporal modulation
energy were used to group the frequency channels of the auditory spectrogram
into two separate clusters with a fuzzy c-Means algorithm (Bezdek et al., 1984).
The output consisted of two membership functions indicating the degree to
which each frequency belonged to the assigned cluster (between 0 and 1). Thus,
a frequency channel was assigned to both the streams with different degrees of
membership with a soft transition between the two clusters. The consistency
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of the clusters across time was preserved by initializing the algorithm with
the membership functions of the previous iteration (the first iteration was
initialized with random values). At each time point the segregated streams were
obtained by multiplying point-by-point the output membership functions with
the corresponding time slice of the spectrogram of the sound mixture.
Contribution of prior information
The contribution of prior information to the formation of the auditory
streams was here modeled through two distinct models that embedded such
information in the form of: 1) amplitude modulation of the extracted features
through a set of weights learned a priori with linear SVMs (Feature weighting
model), and 2) real-time prediction of the incoming sound mixture (Predictive
model).
Feature-weighting model
In the Feature weighting model the contribution of prior information on
the sound sources was modeled as a weighting mechanism that modulates the
output of the spectral and temporal modulation filters. The performance of
the model, in fact, can be influenced by either selecting a different range of
modulation selective filters, or by weighting their relative contribution (Elhilali
and Shamma, 2008; Krishnan et al., 2014). Specifically, in order to improve
the formation of the streams, we modulated the predicted sound mixture
through a set of weights that enhanced the differences between the two classes
of each scene. The weights were estimated a priori with linear Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) (Bishop, 2006, see also Chapter 3). For each category (male
speaker, female speaker, music), we selected 70 sounds from the original data set
(Hausfeld et al., 2018) different from those used to obtain the scenes and derived
the spectral and temporal modulation energy content (ω = [2, 4, 8, 16] Hz;
Ω = [0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8] cyc/oct, 4 s duration). A linear SVM classifier was
then trained in order to discriminate between the two classes of each scene
(male vs female, music vs male, music vs female) based on the obtained sound
representations (140 sounds for each scene, 10 features). The performance of the
trained classifiers was tested over the original unmixed stimuli used to create
the three scenes (see above), obtaining a high classification performance for
all the cases (92% Male - Female, 100% both Music - Male and Music - Female).
Thus, given the high discriminative power of the extracted features, the weights
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of the support vectors (Figure 4.3B) were normalized and used to modulate the
output of the spectral and temporal modulation filters for the corresponding
scene.

Figure 4.3: (A) Category-specific spectral and temporal modulation energy for training
and testing sounds (black/red line respectively. (B) Support vector weights. Values
were normalized between 0 and 1 independently for each scene.

Predictive model
The predictive model was implemented in order to investigate the contribution of a computational block included to build expectations of the incoming
sound mixture to the formation of the streams. The procedure to build the
predictions of the incoming sound mixture was implemented according to the
method introduced in (Elhilali and Shamma, 2008), where more details about
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the mathematical formulation can be found. Note that in Elhilali and Shamma
(2008) a grouping principle is applied to the incoming mixture and then the
expectation is built separately for each stream. Here, instead, these two operations were inverted in order to group the frequency channels of the input
spectrogram based on the differences with respect of the predicted scene. Shortly,
for each of the temporal-modulation selective filters (see above), the numerator
and denominator terms of the corresponding impulse response were estimated
with the Steiglitz-McBride algorithm (Steiglitz and McBride, 1965) and the
output/input relationship was converted into the state-space form (Pollock,
1999).
The system was expressed through the following statistical formulation:
x(t) = A x(t − 1) + B u(t) + γ(t);

(4.1)

y(t) = C x(t) + µ(t);

(4.2)

were A, B, C are the estimated coefficient matrices and γ(t), µ(t) represent
the process and measurement noise terms modeled as zero-mean Gaussiannoise processes. The state variable x(t) was recursively estimated with the
Kalman filter formulation as described in (Elhilali and Shamma, 2008). The
observed input u(t) in Eq. (4.1) represented the cortical state of the incoming
sound estimated through the real-time temporal analysis (see above) and was
used to predict the state of the system at the next time point ti+1 (u(ti ) =
u(ti+1 )) according to the hypothesis of locally smooth evolution of the cortical
representation (Elhilali and Shamma, 2008).

Additional models
Pitch0 and Spectral models
We tested two additional models in order to test the contribution of pitch
and the temporal modulation energy to the performance of the overall SpectroTemporal model. With this purpose, the structures were similar to the original
model except for the absence of the template matching operation for the Pitch0
model, and the absence of the multi-rate temporal analysis for the Spectral
model.
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Performance of the models
The performance of the models was computed based on the match (Pearson’s
correlation coefficient) between the segregated streams and the spectrograms of
the two original sounds (Figure 4.4). Specifically, each stream was compared to
the corresponding unmixed sound (matching indices: c11 , c22 ) and to the other
competing source (confusion indices: c12 , c21 ). For each scene we then compared
the models by the percentage of “best cases”, estimated as the proportion of
mixtures whose matching indices resulted higher than the confusion indices.
This means that for the “best cases” the resulting model outputs satisfied 4
conditions: c11>c12 , c11>c21 , c22>c21 , c22>c12 . The best cases thus represented
the segregated streams related more to the corresponding original sounds rather
than the remaining source, indicating a better separation of the two competing
sounds.
For such best cases we then investigated the relation between the differences
of the matching indices and the confusion indices. Specifically, for a model
capable to segregate the competing sounds into distinct auditory streams, the
matching indices would have approximately the same values and the confusion
indices would be equal to the intrinsic correlation between the unmixed sounds.
This means that the scatter plot of the paired differences c11 −c12 & c22 −c21
[c11 −c21 & c22 −c12 ] should resemble the linear relationship y = x (Krishnan
et al., 2014). Thus, we estimated the goodness of fit of the ideal regression
model through the R2 coefficient as follows:
P
2
j (ŷj − y)
2
R =1− P
;
2
j (yj − y)

(4.3)

where ŷj = xj ; xj = c11 −c12 [c11 −c21 ] and yj = c22 −c21 [c22 −c12 ]. The overall
inefficiency of the models to segregate the sounds into distinct auditory streams
was then expressed in terms of unexplained variance as 1 − R2 .
Figure 4.4: Method for assessing the
performance of the models. Each mixture was characterized by 4 coefficients
indicating the match of each segregated
stream with the corresponding two original sources (c11 , c22 ) and the confusion
with the other competing sound (c12 ,
c21 ).
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Results
A first measure of the performance was obtained by estimating the percentage
of best cases separately for each scene (Figure 4.5). All the models provided
the highest results for the Male - Female scene (Spectro-Temporal model: 82%;
Feature weighting model: 86%; Predictive model: 83%; Pitch0 model: 42%;
Spectral model: 38%), followed by the Music - Male scene (Spectro-Temporal
model: 39%; Feature weighting model: 38%; Predictive model: 35%; Pitch0
model: 21%; Spectral model: 11%) and the Music - Female scene (SpectroTemporal model: 27%; Feature weighting model: 29%; Predictive model: 29%;
Pitch0 model: 29%; Spectral model: 33%).

Figure 4.5: Percentage of best cases for all the analyzed models estimated independently
for each scene (Male - Female, Music - Male, Music - Female).

Results in Figure 4.6 show that, among all the competing models, the
Feature weighting model provided the lowest inefficiency in segregating the sound
sources into distinct auditory streams for all the three scenes (Male - Female:
1 − R2 = 0.55; Music - Male: 1 − R2 = 0.88; Music - Female: 1 − R2 = 1.76).
Similar values were obtained for Predictive model for the Male - Female scene
(1 − R2 = 0.64), whereas slightly higher values were obtained for the other
scenes (Music - Male: 1−R2 = 1.26; Music - Female: 1−R2 = 2.17).The SpectroTemporal model provided the lowest inefficiency for the Male - Female scene
(1 − R2 = 0.70), followed by the Music - Male scene (1 − R2 = 1.30) and Music Female scene (1 − R2 = 2.19). The Pitch0 model provided the lowest inefficiency
for the Male - Female scene, although all the values resulted higher than the
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previous models (Male - Female: 1 − R2 = 1.64; Music - Male: 1 − R2 = 2.73;
Music - Female: 1 − R2 = 3.80). The highest inefficiency (and, thus, the lowest
performance) was obtained for the Spectral model (Male - Female: 1 − R2 = 2.29;
Music - Male: 1 − R2 = 4.73; Music - Female: 1 − R2 = 3.56).

Figure 4.6: Inefficiency of the competing models in segregating the sound sources into
distinct auditory streams expressed in terms of unexplained variance 1 − R2 separately
for each scene. Results were estimated for the best cases only.

Figure 4.7 shows the scatter plots of the paired differences between the
matching indices and the confusion coefficients (c11 −c12 & c22 −c21 [c11 −c21
& c22 −c12 ]) for all the scenes. Results show that estimating the percentage of
best cases does not completely reflect the performance of the models, as also
for these cases the points might be far from the diagonal and thus, indicating
a low performance of the model. The scatter plots indicate that the higher
inefficiency of the models for both the Music - Male and Music - Female are due
to a bias of the models for speech segregation.
This higher efficiency in segregating speech is also evident in the examples
reported in Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10. Visual inspection of the obtained streams
reveals a high resemblance between the segregated Male - Female speech from
the mixture and the spectrograms of the corresponding original unmixed sounds
(Fig. 4.8). For the Music - Male (Fig. 4.9) and Music - Female (Fig. 4.10) scenes,
instead, the segregated streams reveal a high match with the original sounds
mostly for speech.
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Figure 4.7: Scatter plots of the paired differences between the matching indices and
the confusion coefficients for the Male - Female, Music - Male and Music - Female scenes.
The black line represents the regression model y = x, where x = c11 −c12 [c11 −c21 ] and
y = c22 −c21 [c22 −c12 ]. Blue dots represent all the mixtures of each scene. Red dots
denote the best cases.
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Figure 4.8: Example of segregated male and female speech (Segregated stream 12 respectively) from a sound mixture and corresponding original unmixed sounds
(Original sound 1-2 respectively). Streams were obtained with the Feature weighting
model.
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Figure 4.9: Example of segregated music and male speech (Segregated stream 12 respectively) from a sound mixture and corresponding original unmixed sounds
(Original sound 1-2 respectively). Streams were obtained with the Feature weighting
model.
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Figure 4.10: Example of segregated music and female speech (Segregated stream
1-2 respectively) from a sound mixture and corresponding original unmixed sounds
(Original sound 1-2 respectively). Streams were obtained with the Feature weighting
model.
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Discussion
In this study we investigated the processing of complex real-life sound mixtures through biologically-inspired computational models of ASA. Specifically,
our aim was to extend the approach adopted in previous studies (Elhilali and
Shamma, 2008; Krishnan et al., 2014) to models that embed prior knowledge
as an additional mechanism in the processing of complex acoustic scenes.
We evaluated quantitatively the contribution of this mechanism to the
formation of the auditory streams by assessing the models’ performance over
a large variety of complex scenes consisting of two competing sound sources,
such as concurrent speech (male-female speakers) and music-speech mixtures
(music-male/female speaker). The perceptual organization of the input scenes
into distinct auditory streams was here modeled as a mechanism by which
sounds are grouped based on the similarities of the extracted acoustic ad
perceptual attributes, such as frequency, spectro-temporal modulations and
pitch (Spectro-Temporal model).
Overall, we observed that introducing prior knowledge improved the performance of the model. This mechanism was more efficient when such information
was embedded in the form of modulation of the selective responses of the neural
populations (Feature weighting model) rather than a real-time prediction of the
input sound mixture (Predictive model).
The higher performance of the Feature weighting model over the Predictive
model suggests a stronger effect of the learned properties of the sounds in
the streaming process, compared to the expectations built over the short-term
cortical dynamics. Resembling the top-down influence of schema-based learning
(Bregman, 1990), in the Feature weighting model the modulatory weights are
learned from the sound sources before the processing of the actual scenes. These
results are in line with the hypothesis that neural populations in the auditory
cortex may be involved in the storage of long-term information learned during
training (Weinberger, 2004) which then modulates the corresponding responses
according to the task (Fritz et al., 2005).
The Predictive model, instead, better represents the bottom-up grouping
mechanisms (Bregman, 1990), as the segregation is performed without learning a priori the characteristics of different sound categories, relying on the
expectations built over a relatively short-term window.
Besides the evaluation of the influence of prior knowledge, the analyses of
models’ performance highlighted other relevant aspects. The lowest performance
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in source segregation was obtained for a model that did not include the analysis
of the temporal dynamics of the extracted features (Spectral model). These
observations highlight the relevance of the cortical temporal dynamics in auditory
streaming, in agreement with the temporal coherence theory (Elhilali et al.,
2009; Shamma et al., 2011).
Pitch processing was here represented as a mechanism enhancing the frequency channels harmonically related to the most salient pitch, based on the
hypothesis that harmonically related frequencies are perceived as coherent objects (Bregman, 1990; Micheyl and Oxenham, 2010). The relevance of such
operation emerged in the lower performance of the model after the removal
of the template matching (Pitch0 model). This result suggests that salience
(or harmonicity) may be a perceptual cue by which the source evoking a more
salient pitch percept emerges from the mixture.
All the models provided the highest performance for the concurrent speech
scenes. The music sounds contained tracks with regular beats repeated at
the same temporal rate of the speech (about 2 Hz). The frequency channels
that were coherent in time, thus, were grouped together with speech-related
channels, yielding a higher correlation with speech rather than the original
music track. The concurrent speech scene, instead, was not affected, as the male
and female speakers cover different frequency channels due to different pitch.
These results suggest that measuring the performance through the correlation
with the original unmixed sound sources might not be the appropriate measure
for all the real-life scenes, as features of distinct sources can be grouped together
in the same stream if perceived as a coherent object (Bregman, 1990).
In sum, this study provides a first insight into the quantitative description
of the contribution of prior knowledge and acoustic/perceptual attributes to
ASA.
The proposed method represents a first attempt in explaining the role of prior
knowledge in the processing of complex realistic scenes. Further investigations
could be oriented to the real-time identification of the sound categories based on
the extracted sound features (see Chapter 3) or tracked EEG recordings during
attentional tasks to enhance the attended sound source (Hausfeld et al., 2018).
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General discussion

Main findings and open questions
The main goal of the present thesis was to investigate how real-life sounds
and sound mixtures are represented and processed in the human auditory cortex.
In particular, the computational mechanisms to derive higher-level sound and
auditory scene representations from their lower level acoustic representations
were investigated through a combination of modeling and functional MRI data
analysis.
In the study reported in Chapter 2, the combination of a pitch processing
model with fMRI revealed an auditory cortical region where an explicit representation of pitch height and salience of complex sounds are calculated. This region
is located along the lateral HG/middle STG and its location is consistent with
reports of previous studies investigating pitch processing with synthetic sounds.
Moreover, the integration of both pitch height and salience to a multi-resolution
spectro-temporal stimulus representation model provided a higher performance
in decoding complex sounds from the fMRI activation patterns, especially from
that specific region. These findings support the functional role of a specific site
of the human auditory cortex in pitch processing; however the issue concerning
whether a temporal or a spectral mechanism drives the corresponding neuronal
computations remains an open question. The temporal resolution of the fMRI
signal (Logothetis et al., 2001) represents an intrinsic limitation in investigating
the faster temporal dynamics of neuronal phase-locking and its degradation
within the auditory system observed in animals (from 2-4 kHz in the auditory
nerve to 100-200 Hz in the auditory cortex, see Oxenham, 2013). Such loss of
temporal information further suggests that pitch might be processed - at least
to a certain extent - at an earlier (sub-cortical) stage of the ascending auditory
pathway (Oxenham, 2013; Shamma and Klein, 2000). Functional measurements
at high spatio-temporal resolution and including both subcortical and cortical
structures as well as modeling of neural population temporal dynamics would
be needed to addressing this open issue.
Chapter 3 investigated how higher-level sound representations (sound categories) are encoded in the fMRI responses. The representation of sound
categories was modeled as a linear combination of relevant low-level acoustic
(frequency, spectro-temporal modulations) and perceptual (pitch) sound attributes, weighted by their discriminative power learned in a prior classification
task. Overall, the fMRI responses of the HG/PT/PP showed a preferential
encoding of the acoustic information of the input stimuli, whereas sound cate107
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gories were identified with higher accuracy from the fMRI activity of secondary
areas consisting of the STG/STS. This does not directly imply the complete
loss of acoustical information in these last regions, as the fine-grained low-level
representation may still be relevant to identify distinct sounds within the same
class.
Taken together, these observations suggest that alternative models enhancing the representational distance between sounds of different categories and
preserving the within-class acoustic information may better explain the neural
transformations occurring within the STG/STS regions. The results of this
study are limited by the absence of behavioral tasks specifically related to the
presented sound categories. Thus, the approach of testing different models, as
described here, may be further extended to analyze fMRI data collected while
subjects perform specific cognitive tasks (e.g. sound categorization in pre-defined
categories, within-category sound identification). This would allow investigating
whether and how the behavioral requirements affect the representation of sounds
in primary and non-primary auditory areas.
The aim of Chapter 4 was to investigate - in the context of a biologicallyinspired computational model of ASA - the role of low-level acoustic/perceptual
sound attributes and top-down grouping principles in processing real-life sound
mixtures. The model included acoustic and perceptual features that in Chapter
2 and Chapter 3 resulted encoded in the fMRI signal of the auditory cortex
(frequency, spectro-temporal modulations, pitch). An interesting result in this
chapter was that highest performances of the model were obtained by including
prior knowledge at the level of sound category as a mechanism that modulates
the sensitivity of neural responses to the acoustic feature.
This modeling work provides a framework for future neuroimaging studies.
For instance, fMRI responses to complex scenes could be collected while subjects
perform specific cognitive tasks (i.e. attend one specific source in a mixture).
Similar to previous electrophysiological studies (e.g. Mesgarani and Chang,
2012), the measured fMRI activity could be then used to reconstruct the
attended stream and the reconstruction results compared to the outputs of the
model to assess the correspondence between model and brain representation
of foreground vs background sounds. Furthermore, the comparison of the
responses measured in different auditory areas with the output of the model
at each computational stage would allow investigating where, in the human
auditory cortex, the different stages of processing complex scenes may take
place.
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Future directions and methodological developments
In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 the cortical processing of low-level sensory
features and the relation with higher-level semantic representations of natural
sounds were investigated through the combination of linearized encoding and
decoding models (see Naselaris et al., 2011 for more details). The methods
implemented in these two chapters extended those of previous work that aimed
at characterizing the auditory cortex in terms of processing of the acoustic
features alone (Moerel et al., 2012; Santoro et al., 2014, 2017). This approach
is interesting as it provides a rigorous description of the neural computations
that may underly the observations reported in previous neuroimaging studies
adopting a more conventional contrast-based approach (i.e. Belin et al., 2000;
Binder, 2000; Griffiths and Hall, 2012; Leaver and Rauschecker, 2010; Patterson
et al., 2002; Penagos et al., 2004).
The results obtained in this thesis support the suitability of the adopted
procedures to investigate multiple processing mechanisms within the human
auditory cortex. However, the information explained from the measured cortical
responses depends on both the tested hypotheses (i.e. the computational
models) and on the fMRI experimental design. On the modeling side, future
developments could be oriented towards the identification of higher-dimensional
feature spaces combining multiple levels of information (acoustic, perceptual,
semantic) in complement to the features considered in the present thesis. This
could be done, e.g. using the approach of deep neural networks (DNN). Recently,
the popularity of DNNs has increased due to the high capability in replicating
human behavior in specific auditory or visual processing tasks (Güçlü and van
Gerven, 2015; Kell et al., 2018; Yamins et al., 2014). Although the computational
structure and the requirements of extended dataset to train the models may not
fit the biological constraints of the human brain (Kell et al., 2018), DNNs may
be useful in discovering and specifying higher level representations and generate
hypotheses that can be tested with neuroimaging. Moreover, as the sensitivity
of neural populations is modulated by the execution of cognitive tasks (Atiani
et al., 2009; Fritz et al., 2003), it would be important to consider how these
feature spaces and representations are modulated by the specific behavioral
context and how analytical approaches (e.g. based on fMRI-encoding) can be
extended to consider such modulations. Finally, the computational modeling
framework presented in Chapter 4 can be used to extend current analyses of
fMRI (and combined fMRI-EEG) data, which will enable investigating the
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contribution of bottom-up and top-down computational mechanisms underlying
auditory scene analysis.
In summary, the studies presented in this thesis show that the combination of
biologically-inspired computational modeling and high-field fMRI is a powerful
instrument to unravel the complex processing mechanisms of the human brain.
Furthermore, the methods described can be extended towards new directions
of scientific investigations. Due to the lack of direct measures of the neural
computations, the development of computational models capable to describe into
details the complexity of the human brain remains challenging. The integration
of different measurement methods ensuring both high spatial and high temporal
resolution as well as the integration of models at different levels, from biophysical
to functional models, is a necessary pre-requisite to achieve this goal.
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Introduction
Our daily interactions with the world depend on how we perceive the
sounds from the many sources around us. The human brain is capable to
perform complex tasks with small effort, such as distinguishing a friend’s voice
in a crowded café or listening to a melody in a noisy environment. Beyond
communication, hearing has a primary role also for our safety as particular
sounds can be used to call for attention (a passing car horn honking) or to
announce danger (a fire alarm). The quality of our lives is deeply related
to sound perception and, thus, auditory research plays an essential role in
improving the daily living conditions.

Valorization
Around 5% of the population worldwide is affected by disabling hearing
loss, with serious social, psychological and economic impact on society (World
Health Organization, 2018). Although the majority of the affected people
can benefit from hearing aids, only a small percentage uses them (20% in the
USA according to the National Institute of Health), mainly due to the low
performance in noisy environments and poor speech intelligibility (Lesica, 2018).
Amplifying the incoming sound and/or performing the selective filtering of
specific frequency bands is not sufficient to overcome such limitations, as this
enhances the background noise and the competing sound sources.
In this context, the studies described in the present thesis provide new
insights into the neural mechanisms underlying sound processing. Understanding the complex transformations that sounds undergo through the ascending
auditory pathway can help in improving the performances of hearing aids, filling
the gap between peripheral and cognitive functions.
Hearing devices, in fact, may be complemented by operations capable to
replace the lost physiological functions, processing only the acoustic/perceptual
features relevant for a specific task (i.e. feature extraction/reduction, pattern
analysis and advanced machine-learning methods). This means that the results
presented here can contribute to develop real-time brain-inspired and braincontrolled hearing aids optimized for noisy environments, with the possibility
to adapt and personalize the devices according to the individual needs of the
impaired people.
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The results and methodological approaches described in the present thesis
may be additionally used to improve the performance of the so-called “smart”
alarm devices employed for house safety and surveillance. Such systems are
capable to analyze the environmental acoustic scene and discriminate unexpected
sounds from the usual ones (i.e. those produced by Cocoon and Audio Analytic).
This technology is based on advanced machine-learning techniques that need
large datasets including sounds of different categories in order to reach high
levels of performance.
This is the fundamental approach of the advanced speech recognition systems
developed by the world leading companies, such as Google, Apple, Microsoft
and Amazon. Nowadays, in fact, the voice-based technology is likely to become
the most common way to communicate with electronic devices (Dumaine, 2018).
The development of artificial systems capable to execute specific tasks upon
vocal requests has the remarkable potential to support people with physical
disabilities, enabling them to use computers without effort (as the Dragon
Speech Recognition Software from Nuance).
In this context, replicating the performances of the human brain (especially
in case of concurrent sounds and/or background noise) remains a big challenge,
although the recent development of complex models integrating multi-sensory
information (i.e. audio-visual) and trained over large datasets provided new
methodological advances (Ephrat et al., 2018).

Conclusions
The research described in the present thesis may find several potential
applications that have the aim to support the quality of life of hearing and
physically impaired people. Importantly, it contributes to the development of
sound-controlled artificial systems, which represents one of the most important
growing industries of our time.
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